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ABSTRACT

THE BATTLE OF ASCHAFFENBURG: AN EXAMPLE OF LATE WORLD WAR II URBAN
COMBAT IN EUROPE by Major Quentin W. Schillare, USA, 202 pages.

The Battle of Aschaffenbura examines the fight for the Main River
city of Aschaffenburg in the closing weeks of World War II in Europe.
It investigates the reasons why it took mobile and well supported
elements of the U.S. Army ten days to subdue a defending German
military force that was very much militia in character. After
setting the battle in the context of Nazi Germany and the
Aschaffenourg region just prior to the fight, the study takes the
reader through the battle day-by-day describing the struggle and
establishing the reasons why It was so prolonged.

The study groups the reasons for the successful German defense into
three categories: terrain, operational factors and behavioral
determinants. It establishes that the terrain favored the defenders
with the town located across the Main River from the attackers so
that they were forced into frontal assaults. Granting favorable
defensive terrain, it was not until a numerically superior attacking
force enveloped the urban defenses, under the cover of massive fire
support, that the Americans gained the upper hand. The study further
demonstrates the impact of the concept of the will to win on military
operations, even in a hopeless cause.

The Battle of Aschaffenburo addresses European urban combat in the
context of World War II and concludes that the factors relevant to
success then are still applicable. An attacker must carefully plan
operations In urbanized terrain, follow doctrine and be physically
and mentally prepared for a difficult fight.
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CHAPTER 1

DINRODUCTION

The German situation map of the OberKommando der Wehrmacht

(MKW) (the German Armed Forces High Command) on 25 March did not

present a very encouraging picture. In the east the Soviet Army

was advancing with four fronts, In Italy the Allied 15th Army Group

was in the foothills of the Alps, and In the west the defenses of

the Reich were ruptured and German forces were falling back

everywhere.' Until the Allied crossing of the Rhine, the German

plan had been to aggressively counterattack the Russian threat in

the east to slow the drive on Berlin, while simultaneously holding

the line In the west.2 Now that strategy was In disarray and

after six years of war the human, economic and psychological

resources of Nazi Germany were nearly depleted.

The Allies in the west were as optimistic as the Germans

were pessimistic. The .sjj (Siegfried Line" was overwhelmed

and the Rhine River crossed. Allied units were advancing steadily

all along the front. In mid March the plan for the final

destruction of German military forces in the west h~ad oeen

implemented. This plan envisioned the encirclement and destruction

of German forces in the Ruhr by the US First and US Ninth Armies.

and an all-out drive through the center of Germany to the

Leipzlg-Dresden area by the US First, Third and Ninth Armies,

halting at the Elbe. Simultaneously, the British Second and the
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Canadian First Armies, protecting the northern flank, made a

northern crossing of the Elbe and were dashing to the Danish

border, while the US Sixth Army Group, protecting the southecn

flank, drove through southern Germany to Austria. 3

Within this strategic context the forces of the belligerents

fought the daily life and death struggles that make up the fabric

of war. The Allies, especially the Americans, had vast superiority

in men and materlel over their German adversary who was deficient

in the wherewithall to fight a modern war. The von Rundstedt

Offensive (The Battle of the Bulge) had depleted the last strategic

reserves available to the Wehrmacht. What faced the Allies were

remnants of once-powerful Wehrmacht units, with Inferior manpower

and inadequate equipment. East of the Rhine the Germans had only

60 under-strength divisions to oppose 85 well-equipped Allied

divisions supplied by the largest combat service support

organization ever know in warfare. 4 Against this backdrop stands

one of the small paradoxes that often occur in war, where a

seemingly Inferior defender resists a superior attacker.

Beginning on 25 March 1945, elements of four US divisions

successlve!y fought for ten d1ys to capture the Main River town ot

Ascnaffenburg, a part of the Wetterau-Main-Tauber Line, an

integrated defensive line that ran for 120 kilometers in

south-central Germany.5 Combat Command Aschaffenburg (KKA from the

German &ampf&ommando &schaffenburg) was an eclectic combination of

soldiers and civilians drawn from replacement units, convalescing
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soldiers, hastily-mustered volkssturn (home guard), police, civil

defense anrc Nazi Party functionaries. Together they resisted

batti.-tested American infantry supported by tanks, engineers,

artillery and fighterbombers for much longer than expected.

The fight for Aschaffenburg was as bitter as it was

prolonged. At least in the eyes of the attacker it was unnecessary

and many US veterans of the struggle cannot understand why the

defenders fought so hard for so long.' The central question of

this study will be to answer that question, *Why did it take the

Americans ten days to capture the city of Aschaffenburg in March

and April 1945?" The study will examine the battle from the

perspective of both the attacker and the defender, looking at the

environmental, operational and behavioral factors that generated

the combat power of each side, and supplied the will to employ It.

The battle and its outcome became relevant in late 1984, as

an increased urban terrorist threat In Europe caused US military

authorities in Aschaffenburg to investigate how the city could be

defended from any threat. Because the area had been heavily

defended in World War II, research into how it was done seemed a

logical place to start. The results of that investigation led to

this thesis.

Recounting the story of the battle is important today beyond

its value as a combat narrative of WWII. Aschaffenburg had a

wartime population of 38,000, about the size of many urban centers
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that the US Army may defend under its NATO committment to Western

Europe. The Battle of Aschaffenburg is significant today as an

example of the techniques of military operations in urban terrain

(MOUT). Much has changed In military operations in the past forty

three years, but It will be the Intention of this study to

demonstrate that the fighting in the Spring of 1945 is as relevant

today as it was when elements of the US Seventh Army faced Combat

Command Aschaffenburg. It the US Army is to apply its AirLand

Batt!e doctrine against the threat In Europe it will, very often,

have to synchronize combat power In urban terrain to fight andwin.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

The fighting around Aschaffenburg was a very small part of

the mosaic that was World War II In March and April 1945.

Fighting raged in the Pacific. In the Mediterranean, in eastern

Europe, as well as throughout the Western Front.' RumoLs abounded

of the weakening of the Axis will to resist, and reports of peace

feelers made their way to Allied capitals. Because of its limited

importance the battle for Aschafrenburg did not command much long

term interest.

The struggle was mentioned in contemporary news accounts.

Reports of the fighting were a part of the recap of daily

operations that appeared in the major newspapers in the United

States. Great Britain and elsewhere. Even these brief accounts
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comment on the bitter and prolonged nature of the conflict, and

they were periodically accompanied by more detailed dispatches from

war correspondents writing of the struggle through the eyes of

participants. The character of the fighting was such that it made

an impression on even those with a broad view of the war.

Secretary of War Stimson made this comment at his weekly news

conference on 7 April 1945:

There Is a lesson with respect to (fighting to
the end] in Aschaffenburg. There Nazi fanatics
used the visible threat of two hangings to
compel German soldiers and civilians to fight
for a week. After a week of fighting, during
which the city was reduced to rubble and many
Germans lost their lives, the inevitable took
place and the Nazi fanatics ran up the white
flag and surrendered to our veteran 45th
Infantry Division.6

But In the end the fighting In Aschatfenburg was a relatively

insignificant part of a long war and its renown short-lived.

Although it lasted for ten days, the Aschaffenburg battle

was a relatively small action and is not accorded much space in

most accounts of the war. However, adequate documented sources

exist to piece together what happened. In addition to the news

accounts mentioned above there are other contemporary accounts.

The M' mentioned the fight In several dispatches that appear in

war archives. And several documents published by the German

defenders st. exist, either In the original in the Ascnaftenburg

city archiv.. _ in copy In US and German accounts of the battle.
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The daily logs and journals of the units participating in

the battle contain much detail of the fight. Because of the state

of most German units at the end of the war the combat journals of

the Wehrmacht units which fought In the battle are not available.

But accounts of the actions of those units are available, at least

in part, from the historical narratives compiled by the United

States Army Europe Historical Division from 1946 to 1954. The

Historical Division encouraged officer prisoners to write of their

experiences, and at least something of each German unit division

and higher is outlined. These reports contain information on the

state of the units and narratives of their day-to-day activities.

The reports of the American units, daily journals, G-2 and

G-3 reports and after action reports compiled at the end of the war

still exist. A review of the documents of the divisions, corps,

armies and army groups Involved give an accurate picture of the

disposition of forces, their composition and some indication of the

actions in which they took part. These war documents are fleshed

out, in some cases, by the unofficial unit histories published by

most American units immediately after the war. Although they often

have small inaccuracies in detail, and show an understandable bias

against the former enemy, they contain much valuable information.

For a battle as small as that in Aschaffenburg the Army

"Green Books' and other official histories supply limited

information. They are, for the most part, compilations from the
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sources mentioned above and provide little new Information to the

researcher who has access to unit histories and logs.

The best source of anecdotal accounts of fighting is always

from participants. Although participants usually do not have the

broad perspective of an historian, their narratives contain details

found nowhere else. In the years since the battle many accounts

have appeared. On the German side the best sources are the

newspapers and periodicals In Aschaffenburg and the Main-Franken

region of Germany. Since the battle was of such significance to

the local population, there have been repeated newspaper articles

to mark the anniversary throughout the years. Participants are

often Interviewed and articles written about the Nazi era.

Currently, the most comprehensive account of the battle is

by Dr. Alois Stadtmueller, an Aschaffenburg historian. Using both

American and German sources Dr. Stadtmueller wrote three works on

the war. 9  All provide valuable Information on the conflict from a

German perspective.

Another source of Information Is monographs written by

veterans of the fight. In the archives of the US Army Infantry

School, the 45th Infantry Division Museum, and various veterans

groups lie narratives of the battle as seen from the foxhole level.

These flesh out the official histories. There also exist brief

accounts in the biographies and autobiographies of Eisenhower,

Bradley, Patton and other senior US commanders at the time.
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Perhaps the most fascinating accounts of the struggle are

personal interviews and letters from the participants. The

intervening forty three years have done little to dim their

memories of the fight. Whether they are German or American, they

remember the way It was and provide texture that is often missing

in official and unofficial reports.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The research question is 'Why did it take the Americans ten

days to capture the city of Aschaffenburg in March and April 1945?"

To answer it took two research efforts. The first was a search of

literature to provide a narrative of the struggle between 25 March

and 3 April 1945. The second was the development of a paradigm to

analyze the narrative and discover why it took ten days for a

powerful, veteran American infantry force to overcome a seemingly

weak combination of military remnants and civilians.

The author was stationed In Aschaffenburg for four years and

did much preliminary research during that time. Articles in local

newspapers and the histories of the battle by Dr. Stadtmueller

provided the foundation for research. In addition to U.S. and

German printed sources, the files of the city archives supplied

much valuable information. Personal interviews with local

participants and with visiting American veterans helped build a

working knowledge of the battle.
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The primary document source In the United States was the

Combined Arms Research Library at Ft. Leavenworth, Kansas. The

World War II collections, both U.S. and German, contain a lot in a

centralized location. Where holes exist in the literature, the

networking with other record despositories, such as the National

Archives and the U.S. Military History Institute, was helpful.

Several of the U.S. units that participated In the battle either

are still active, or have active veteran's associations that

maintain records, or keep in contact with veterans of the battle.

The 45th Infantry Division Museum In Oklahoma City, and the 4th

Armored Division Association provided Information.

What German military records still exist from that era are

in two places, the U.S. National Archives, Washington, D.C. and the

German Bundesarchive-Militaerarchiv In Freiburg, West Germany.

German documents from both repositories are available In the CARL.

Basic translation of German language material was done by the

author, but valuable assistance with translation was coordinated

with both the German liaison section and the Combat Studies

Institute at the Command and General Staff College, Ft.

Leavenworth, Kansas.

Building on the literature search, the background for the

analysis came from two sources. The first is the quantitative

methodology developed by historian Trevor N. Dupuy and detailed in

his books Numbers. Prediction and War,' 0 and Understanding War,''

Although this study does not use a strictly quantitative approach
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to answering the research question, Dupuy's works do provide a

structured manner to look at the problem. The other source Is a

monograph from the U.S. Army Human Engineering Laboratory, Aberdeen

Proving Ground, Maryland, dealing with city combat.12 For most of

the battle, Aschaffenburg was city combat and the structure of this

study lends itself to the work at hand.

THESIS ORGANIZATION

Chapter Two discusses Aschaffenburg in 1945, its history.

its readiness as a fortress city, why It was significant, and why

it was an important objective for American forces. The chapter

will describe the area, climate, weather, terrain and manmade

features that made it worthy of such a determined military action.

Chapter Three focuses on the tactical preparation taken by

the combatants to prepare for the battle; the actions taken by the

Germans as a part of tJljrg to defend this part of the Reigh,

and those of their adversary to subdue the city. It details the

war from the perspective of each side, and tells of the existing

situation on that fateful Sunday in March 1945. It describes how

the Germans planned to resist with a determined defense of the

built up area, supported by a series of outposts to give the city a

defense in depth and relates how the Initial half-hearted American

attempts to overwhelm the defenses had to be followed by a resolute
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assault on the "Cassino on the Main." Each side Is analyzed in

regards to Its forces, relative combat power, combat multipliers,

logistical support and the behavioral factors that determined the

level of combat from the first day. It sets the stage for later

analysis detailing the characteristics of urban combat as they

apply in general, and as they applied In Aschaffenburg in March and

April 1945.

Chapter Four describes the battle Itself, the day-to-day

struggle from the perspective of both sides. It covers the four

phases of the battle: Engagement (25-26 March), Equilibrium (27-28

March), Attrition (28-30 March), Reduction (31 March - 3 April).

The last chapter concludes the thesis by providing a summary

of the answer to the research question of why it took so long for a

powerful attacker to defeat a weak defender. It focuses on the

environmental, operational and behavioral determinants that

characterized the battle.

Following the formal portion of the thesis is the appendix

which contains a glossary of terms, a chronology of the period

covered by the study, order of battle Information, and a

bibliography.
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CHAPTER 2

ASCHAFFENBURG IN 1945

For a proper appreciation of the events of the Spring of

1945 an introduction is necessary. This chapter presents an

overview of the city, Its history, geography, political climate and

military significance. The intention is to put the military

activity discussed later in context.

Historical Context

Because of its position on one of the major waterways of

western Europe, Aschaffenburg has always been of military

significance. It has been occupied by many conquerers and

colonizers, and around the city it is possible to find ruins of a

Celtic fort, a Roman bath, medieval battlements, and more recent

examples of military architecture. All bear witness to the rich

military history of the city.

As part of the domain of the Prince-Bishop of Mainz,

Aschaffenburg suffered repeated attack during the religious wars of

the Reformation. In 1547, and again in 1552, it was partially

destroyed during the Schmalkaldian War. In the winter of 1631-32

Gustavus Adolphus, one of the developers of modern warfare, forced

the capitulation of the town with little difficulty on his way to

capture Mainz during the Thirty Years War. ' In 1743, during the
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War of the Austrian Succession, King George II of England left the

town to lead his army against the French In the Battle of

Dettingen, eight kilometers away.ý In 1805, the lInd Corps

(Marmont) of Napoleon's Grand Armee passed through the town on its

way to the masterful concentration and great strategic victory at

Ulm.A The following year Napolein himself spent time In the town

on his way to sweep the Prussians from the field at the Battle of

Jena/Auerstadt." As members of the Rhine Confederation,

Aschaffenburgers fought with Napoleon In Austria and Russia. Later

they formed a part of the fleeing Napoleonic army eiefeated at Hanau

in 1813. One of the major wars of German unification, the

Austro-Prusslan War of 1866, had one of Its later battles in the

city, when Prussians and their North German Allies defeated the

Austrians and troops from their South German supporting states. 5

From that time until March of 1945 Aschaffenburg did not see an

Invading enemy, but memorials indicate the part played by

Aschaftenburgers in the Franco-Prussian War (1870-71), the Boxer

Rebellion of 1900, the First World War (1914-18), and the Spanish

Civil War (1936-39). This military history was prologue to the

events of the Spring of 1945, and relates 3omething of the martial

tradition of the city.

Aschaffenburg sits on the outside of a great bend of the

Main River about forty miles upriver from Frankfurt (Figure 1).

Called 'The Gate to the Spessarts', the town lies on a bluff on the

east bank of the river with the forested foothills of the Spessart
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Mountains surrounding the town on the north, east and south. The

city is dominated by two man-made objects, the Schloss

Johannisburg, an early 17th Century Rennalssance palace once a

summer home of the Prince-Bishops of Mainz, and the 10th Century

Stiftskirche, a Roman Catholic papal basilica sitting on the

highest point in the city, the Dahlberg.

In 1936 the city and the surrounding towns in Lanrkreis

Aschaffenbura (Aschaffenburg County) had a population of 36,260,

but six years of war had Increased It to In excess of 38,000 by the

Spring of 1945. The county has 15 towns (Figure 2) on both sides

of the river and was an Important transportation center. A hub of

navigation on the Main River system, the Industrial output of the

area moved from the harbor area in Leider. Two major roads met in

the center of the city, Relchstrasse 8, the Frankfurt-Nuremberg

road. and Reichstrasse 26, the Darmstadt- Bamnberg road. Several

rail lines of the Reichsbahn connected the city to Frankfurt.

Darmstadt, Miltenberg and Wurzburg.

In addition to being a transportation hub, Aschatfenburg was

an industrial center, with its chief trade in coal, stone,

cellulose, paper, furniture and chemicals.- As with all German

cities its size, it boasted several breweries and served as the

market town for the southern Spessarts. As will be discussed

below, the transportation network and Industrial capacity made the

area a military target.
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Georaphy

In regards to the military aspects of terrain, Aschaffenburg

in 1945 had both strengths and weaknesses as a defensive position.

Among its strengths were: its location on the far side of a major

river from the most likely enemy avenue of approach, only three

bridges across the river near the city, its position as part of an

integrated defensive system, its flanks and rear protected by

tormidaale terrain, and good routes to the east to provide

resupply, reinforcement and evacuation. 7 On the negative side

major high speed avenues of approach lead directly to the city, the

Main River, although not fordable, Is only 100 meters wide in some

areas, and flat land along the east bank of the river to the south

of the city could provide the location for an enemy lodgement.

However, granting a strong defense of the river line, viable

flanks, and continued access to the east, the terrain, in

Aschaffenburg favors the defender.

The terrain itself is heterogeneous, ranging from steep,

heavily-wooded hills to flat, grass-covered river and stream

bottoms.a The county follows a satellite pattern, with the city of

Aschaffenourg serving as the central hub, surrounded with smaller.

relatively-dependent, built-up areas and rural settlements along

the Main and in the Spessarts (Figure 2). With the exception ot

the Main flood plain, and along the !arger streams, the topography

is rolling and rises steadily Into the Spessarts on the north, east

and south. From an elevation of 110 meters near the river to in
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excess ot 420 meters to the southeast, the land forms a bowl

enclosing the city on three sides.

On the west side of the river the land is flat and open or

lightly wooded for several kilometers from the river making good

observation and fire possible. The only substantial cover is in

the towns, and In Schoenbusch Park at the base of the salient

formed by the bend of the river around the Nilkheim-Leider area.

Land in that area Is agricultural and there are only a few towns on

the west bank: Stockstadt, an industrial and rail town in the

north; Leider, several score houses along the main street leading

to the river port; Nilkhelm, a cluster of buildings near an

airfield; the Seibert Works, a large steel fabrication complex;

Grossostheim, an industrial town In the south. There are few

natural obstacles to movement on the west bank. The flat terrain

is sparsely wooded and covered with many farm and logging roads

which aid movement to the river. The only key terrain features are

the towns and Schoenbusch Park, and they are easily bypassed on

foot or in vehicles. The main avenues of approach to the city on

the west bank are from the west along Route 26 from Darmstadt

through Babenhausen, up river from the northwest from Offenbach by

way of Seligenstadt, and down river from the Miltenberg area

through Obernberg. All three are serviced by good all-weather

roads. Militarily, any engagement on the west bank of the Main in

this area would favor the attacker. A defender would have to make

extensive use of field fortifications, man-made obstacles and
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commit large numbers of troops to effectively stop a determined

attacker.

The analysis of the terrain on the east side of the river

outside the city can be divided Into three segments: the area to

the north delimited by the river in the west and the Aschaffenburg-

Wurzburg rail line In the east; that between the railroad and Route

8 in the east; and that from Route 8 to the river in the south.

In the northern segment the land along the river Is flat and

open from Kleinostheim through Mainaschaff to the outskirts of the

city, offering good observation and fire, but little cover and

concealment except In the built up areas. Several small streams

and the rail lines hamper movement, but Route 8 provides the best

avenue of approach Into the city on the east bank of the river. As

you leave the river and proceed north, with the exception of the

land adjacent to Aschaff Brook, the slope Increases and hinders

movement. The high ground north of Strietwald, Glattbach and

Hoesbach offers good observation of the city, but it is too far

from the city for anything except indirect fire. The forests and

the folds in the terrain offer excellent cover and concealment in

the area directly north of the city. Obstacles in this segnent

consist of the steep hills, built up areas and the Aschaff. The

rail line is at ground level to the west, but is elevated in the

east and represents a major obstacle to north-south movement.

Secondary avenues of approach Into the city center from the north

are along the roads Into Damm, Goldbach and Hoesbach. Route 26,
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the Aschaffenburg-Wurzburg highway which runs on the north side of

the river, sits in a major movement corridor from the east. The

terrain in this segment favors the defender in that the approach to

the city is through narrow valleys and down steep slopes which can

be easily interdicted. It favors the attacker In that Indirect

fire can be placed on the city from well out of direct fire range,

and that any attack would Initially hold the more easily-defended

high ground.

The eastern segment between the rail line and Route 8 is

composed of a series of steep hills cut by streams. Although not

entirely tree-covered, enough is forest to make observation and

fire good only in the area along Route 8, and along logging roads.

Much cover and concealment is provided by the folds In the terrain.

This is the least populated segment around the city, but the most

restricted. The wooded hills and the villages are obstacles. An

attacker in this area would want to control the towns of Haibach,

Grunmorsnach, and the hills of the Schmerlenbacherwald that

dominate the rail line and Route 8. The avenues of approach in

this area are along the forest trails south of the rai. sine, the

paths through the woods, and along Route 8, a high-speed vehicular

approach. Any advance on the city from this quarter would favor

the dismounted attacker, who could move close to the city

undetected. However, such an advance would cross the compartments

in the terrain, which run north-south. The defender could

interdict these avenues, but at great cost in men and materiel.
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The southern part from Route 8 to the river offers both the

best avenues into the city and the worst. The terrain from Route 8

west to Hill 347 (the Stengerts) and through the Obernauerwald to

the river is very rugged and heavily forested. It offers poor

observation and fire, but excellent cover and concealment. The

towns of Gailbach, Doermorsbach and Soden lie deep within narrow

valleys which force movement onto the roads. Vehicular traffic can

easily be interdlcted and dismounted movement can be hampered as

well. The area from the river east through Hill 240 (the Juden-

berg) and Hill 285 (the Erbig) to Schweinheim offers the best

approach into the town. It is flat near the river and, although

steep on the saddle between Hill 188 (the Bischberg) to Hill 285,

it is open agricultural land and offers excellent observation and

fields of fires. It is, however, deficient in cover and

concealment. The Aschaffenburg-Miltenberg road Is on the same

level as the surrounding farmland, but the rail line in the area is

elevated in places and presents an obstacle to vehicular movement.

The Bischberg and the Erbig are the key terrain in this sector,

occupation of them provides observation of the city and the

movement corridors into the area. The major avenue of approach in

this area is from upriver down the Miltenberg-Aschaffenburg road.

An attacker able to secure the Nilkheim railroad bridge could also

approach from the west bank. Military action in this area favors

the attacker, as socn as he is able to get to the east bank of the

river. There is a wide river frontage that can be assaulted, with

many avenues into the forests that are difficult for the defender
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to close. Movement into the woods could lead to envelopment of the

city and its defenses. Defense of this sector would require the

largest investment of men and materiel.

National Socialism and Military Administration

Aschaffenburg was represented In many of the political,

military and administrative subdivisions In the Reich. Bavaria had

been historically the most conservative of the German states, and

Aschaffenburg was no exception. It had early embraced National

Socialism and had an active Nazi element before Hitler's rise to

power. 9 The city was a part of the Main-Franken (Main-Franconian)

Gau, or Party Region, headquartered In Wurzburg. 10 Dr. Otto

Hellmuth became Gauleiter (Party Leader) in 1927 and held the post

throughout the war. Aschaffenburg was part of the

Aschaffenburg-Alzenau Party District and the local party

organization was led by a Kreisleiter (county leader) reporting to

G Hellmuth. Wilhelm Wohlgemuth held the post and was also

the Oberburoermeister (lord mayor) of Aschaffenburg, so that the

party administration and general government were centralized in one

man.

Represented In the city were all the elements that made up

the Nazi regime. The city was in the Fulda-Werra District of the

SS (Figure 3), and was a part of similar subdivisions of the SA,

Hitler Juqend, and other NAZI organizations."1 The city was a full
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participant in the political life of the period, including the

persecution and deportation of the Jews.t 2  As Is often the case in

a dictatorship, power tends to become personal. During the

struggle for the city the lord mayor, the combat commander, and the

leaders of the various Party organizations would each try to solve

the problems of the hour with authoritarian methods through their

own organization. It appears that no one was ever totally In

charge and this lack of unity contributed to the defeat.

All three principal miltary services &= (Army),

KEDerJ..nA (Navy) and Luftwaffe (Air Force) were part of the

W, or Armed Forces. Each service had a high conmand which

theoretically reported to the OberKommando der Wehrmacht ( M ), the

Armed Forces High Command, responsIble for all military operations.

Administratively, the military organization of Germany centered

around the Wehrkreis, or Corps Arez (Figure 4). The Reich was

divided into nineteen Corps Areas, with fixed responsibilities.

The Army Itself had two parts, the Feldheer (Field Army) and the

Ersatze.. (Replacement Army). The Felfheer conducted active

military operations, while the ELiatiheer was responsible for

recruitment, training, procurement and administration in the Zone

of the Interior. 1 3 Each Corps Area supported a corps in the field

and there was a formal territorial link between units in combat and

their replacement and training base back in Germany. Each Corps

Area had a unified command structure with two staffs, one for the

active units and one
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for the replacement and training units. While the corps commander

conducted military operations, the deputy corps commander was the

commander of the Corps Area responsible for the replacement and

training system in his area. As Corps Area Commander he also

exercised three territorial functions: conscription, control of

permanent installations In his area, and local defense. 1 4

All field units left a replacement and training unit in the

Corps Area that received, trained and transfered replacements.

Soldiers were formed into units before being sent to the front, and

all training units had a direct affiliation with a similar unit in

the field army. In most cases the training unit was one level down

from the combat unit, I.e. an active regiment had a training

battalion. 1 s For infantry units there was always a direct

correlation between units In the field and those back In Germany.

All others often had training consolidated on an area basis. Every

replacement unit had a mix of reception companies, training

companies, convalescent companies and transfer companies all

controlled by a local garrison commander supported by a Replacement

Division Staff at the Wehrkreis Headquarters.'-

Aschaffenburg was in Wehrkreis IX and the local garrison

commander reported, by way of a sub-area commander in Frankfurt, to

the training division commander and the Wehrkreis headquarters in

Kassel. The city was the home base for the 106th Infantry Regiment

of the 15th Infantry Division, and had replacement and training
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units for the regiment in addition to an artillery unit and an

engineer unit. The units In the city were based in the kasernes

(barracks) and conducted Individual and collective training In the

local area, especially In the truppenubunasMlatz (troop training

area) to the south of Schweinheim.

In addition to training soldiers and small units, the

garrison was also responsible for training reserve officers for its

units. After a period of service in a unit, a conscript could

undergo an infantry leader's training course and become a reserve

officer. These Reserve Offizier Bewerber (ROB) (reserve office

aspirants) would be commissioned upon completion of the coursek?

and accepted by the officers of the unit in the offizier vou, or

officer's vote." In the spring of 1945 ROB Lehrqang (class) 27/28

was undergoing training in Aschaffcnburg. These were men born in

1927 and 28, and so were 17 and 18 years old.

Another large group of soldiers in Aschaffenburg in the

spring of 1945 were men recovering from illness or wounds in the

standort lazarette, or garrison hospitals. Recovered battle

casualties are always a valuable group of trained replacements.

Once evacuated from a combat zone a soldier was sent to a hospital

in his home Werhkreis to recuperate. The recovering soldiers were

organized Into convalescent units based on their fitness for duty.

Once released for duty the soldier would link up with the

replacement unit for his regiment and be sent back to duty in the

combat zone. Although not officially controlled by the garrison
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commander, until returned to duty, convalescents could be assigned

special duty In emergencies. "' Aschaffenburg County had several

l and an estimated 1800 hospital beds.

The industrial and agricultural segments of the German

economy supported the military establishment. The ten million

uniformed members of the Wehrmacht placed an enormous strain on all

aspects of the national life, especially when combined with the

other uniformed "service" organizations of the party, civil

defense, police and fire fighters, etc. To offset this drain the

Nazi government turned to two non-German sources: prisoners of war

and gastarbeiters ('guestworkersm, or slave laborers). These two

groups added to the human capital available in the Spring of 1945.

Prisoners of war (POWs) were available first. By August

1940 fifty French POWs were working in the Aschaffenburg area,-"

with some 215 reported six months later. On 15 August 1942 there

were 1549 Poles, Frenchmen, Belgians and Yugoslavs registered in

Aschaffenburg and Obernburg Counties employed in agriculture, war

production and as day laborers. They lived in special enclosures,

or singly with farm families, and based on the few photographs seen

by the author, were permitted some freedom and leisure time.

In contrast to the POWs were the •gatbter, mostly Czechs

and Italians initially, who began slowly arriving in 1941. Foreign

workers became a torrent by mid-1942 with the arrival of the

o (east workers). 0 were Russians, Ukranians,
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West Ruthians and Poles, who were kept separate at work and in

special guarded enclosures when not at work. By the spring of 1943

there were 25 Qstarbeiter camps in the area holding 920 men and 128

women. A year later the figure had Increased to a total of 1526,

and still later an additional 1809 were registered. 21 In contrast

to the POWs, friendly contact with Germans was forbidden, and

although there Is no evidence of *death camps" as existed elsewhere

in the Reich and occupied territory, they were slave laborers. A

walk through the Aschaffenburg Main Cemetery today will reveal the

graves of several hundred Poles, Ukranians, Russians and others who

died during and after the war In the area. One Aschaffenburg

historian states that in June of 1945 there were over 6000

displaced persons from the east in the city. 2 2

The groups described above all functioned as part of the

military structure of Aschaffenburg within the military and

political context of the Nazi state. Civilians were controlled by

the party's political, labor and social organizations; members of

the military by the Wehrmacht through either the field army or the

replacement army. As the war got closer defense of the homeland

consumed more time and effort, especially after the defeat at

Stalingrad in February 1943. As has often been said, before

Stalingrad the Nazis never lost, after Stalingrad they never won.

But as early as 18 February 1942, Nazi Propaganda Minister Dr.

Joseph Goebbels announced a jt nrieg for Germany. With words

more suggestive than declarative he said, 'Wollt Ihr den Totalen
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Krieo!" ('You want total war!") and announced a program that for

the first time put all aspects of the nation on a war footing.2 3

Between February 1942 and March 1943 there were 96 public rallies

in the Aschaffenburg area to help the people prepare for total war.

Under the direction of the Corps Area commander the senior

garrison commander was responsible for local defense, to include

air raid protection. When serving as the comnander of home defense

forces the commander had extraordinary powers over the civilian

administration and military personnel. Regardless of affiliation

everyone fell under his control. 2 4 However, as with many aspects

of life in Nazi Germany, the senior garrison commander had to share

responsibility for defense with the Waffen SS (the milhtary arm of

the Party), security police, protection police, rural police, the

SS, the SA, fire-fighting police, the technical emergency corps,

the labor service and others.2 5 This tension between the army and

the Party was a continual problem and would surface during the

defense against the Americans.

Exclusive of field army units, the local manpower available

for the defense would come from the army garrison, anti-aircraft

units, transient military personnel, the volksturm,2A and special

alarm kompanien organized by the SS. They would reinforce units

from the field army and any replacement army units engaged in

active service. Regardless of the manpower available, however,

Aschaffenburg had more reason than most small cities to be

confident in its ability to defend Itself.
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The Urban Area and the Wetterau-Main-Tauber Line

The city itself Is a combination of dense, random

construction, closed, orderly blocks, military kasernes and

.emi-urban residential areas. It possesses all the characteristics

of an urban area.2 7 Depending on the location within the built up

area, observation and fields of fire are restricted along streets,

across spaces between buildings and from the upper floors of

buildings. Distance can vary from less than 100 meters in the city

center, Inn1•.sjtaL, to as much as several kilometers on the edge.

Concealment Is provided by the buildings and cover Is provided by

stong buildings and the military construction of the kasernes.

Obstacles in the city itself were plentiful, both those constructed

by the defenders and as the result of damage from aer'Wl bombs,

indirect fire and ground combat. The Innenstadt is located on the

highest part of the city around the Schloss Johannisburg, and was

the most formidable obstacle. The rail line is elevated in places

and sunken in others, hence difficult to cross. The area to the

north of the main rail yard and in Damm is an old, semi-residential

district that presented as many obstacles as the inner city.

In the southeast portion of the city are five military

barracks, one constructed In 1894 and the others during the period

1936-38., Although not built as forts, the buildings are of heavy

masonry construction and were well suited as defensive positions.

They also commanded the main roads in their area. Another military

area, the Food Supply Depot, Is located along the railroad line on
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the road to Goidbach, but it contains multi-storied warehouses,

well dispersed, and less well suited for defense. An additional

obstacle that prevents easy access Into the city is a ridge running

along the southern edge of the built-up area Into Schweinheim. In

any fight the built-up area favors the defender fighting along

interior lines, having the protection of the buildings and

possessing the ability to channelize an attacker into narrow

frontages easily flanked and InfIladed. The terrain limits the

number of maneuver elements that can be applied against the city

and they could be confronted In succession. The natural terrain

was enhanced by military construction.

When the Nazis came to power In 1933 one of their stated

alms was the remilitarization of Germany. The transformation of

the Reichswehr into the Wehrmacht in the mid 1930s was the basis

for the offensive capability. The defense of the Reich was

accomplished through a mixture of diplomacy, overt military action

and fortification construction. In 1936 Germany reoccupiea the

Rhineland, thereby providing a buffer between the German frontier

and the Rhine River. To enhance the ability to trade space for

time in a future war, in 1938/39, they built the Westwall

(Siegfried Line) to guard the historic invasion routes from the

west. Although the construction of the WaswllL was an obvious

remedy to increase the security of the nation, construction of

supporting defenses took more thought.
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For the necessary defense in depth, M decided to employ

the principles of mass and concentration to place combat power

where it was most needed. Instead of building additional echelons

of Westal-type fortifications from border-to-border, M elected

to scatter smaller lines of fortifications along strategic terrain

and natural obstacles. One of these Interior defense lines was

ouilt to connect the Wetter, Main and Tauber river valleys from

Giessen to Rothenberg. 2 9

The line was built from 1936 to 1945, but suffered from

fluctuating priorities throughout its construction. Planning

started with the establishment of a Festunasbauarupoe Aschaffenburg

(Fortress Building Group Aschaffenburg) in December 1934. It was

responsible for the construction of a 22 kilometer defensive line

from Michelbach in the north to Klingingberg in the south (Figure

5).20 Work started In 1935 and continued, together with the

construction of the kasernes until 1938 when major construction

stopped so that men, materiel and Relchsmarks could support the

construction of the Westwall. The line was a collection of bunkers

and emplacements that contained Infantry fighting positions,

machinegun platforms, observation bunkers, defiladed tank

positions, observation posts, and troop shelters. They had

"hard-wired" communications laterally and back to central command

posts. The entire line contained 329 bunkers along its 120

kilometer length concentrated at key locations. 3 1
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Although the bunkers were substantially completed, the

interior equipment was never entirely Installed. Starting in 1939

equipment was stripped to equip the WestwaiL and by 1 November 1940

the line was totally disarmed. 3 2 Construction of the Atlantic Wall

on the Dutch, Belgian and French coasts sealed the fate of the

line. It also suffered In that the bunker technology of 1934-36

was overmatched by the weapons of 1945. The ability of an attacker

to neutralize or destroy a reinforced emplacement had exceeded the

ability of the defender to fortify It. The line would play a role

in the battle for the city, but only after being partially

re-equipped. It would contribute to a 'fortress mentality' among

the Inexperienced soldiers forced to defend the line against the

American assaults, and the line would suffer from that bane of many

fixed fortifications, insufficient manpower.

The City as a Military Objective

Allied air force planners were the first to target the city

in World War II. The transportation network and war production

facilities were attacked as early as 1940 and the bombing continued

sporadically until late 1944 when there were eight raids from

September through November. 33 The largest raid occurred on 21

November 1944 when 274 Lancaster bombers of the British Royal Air

Force Bomber Command dropped 1360 tons of explosives, incendiaries

and mines on the city. Principal strategic bombing targets In the

city were the rail yards and the Seibert-Werk, where armored
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vehicles were assembled. As the Allied armies moved closer to the

heartland of the Reich the raids increased, with the British and

the Americans conducting eight daylight raids from December 1944 to

February 1945. As the war approached Aschaffenburg the raids

became less strategic and more tactical. In the first months of

1945 fighterbombers were seen for the first time over the city.

As the American Army reached the Rhine River In March 1945

Aschaffenburg became less of a bombing target and more of a

military objective on a situation map. It assumed importance as a

potential bridgehead over the Main River, as the gateway to south

central Germany, and as the location of substantial German forces.
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For a description of the air war against the city see Dr.
Stadtmueller's book Aschaffenburc im Zwelten Weitkrjea referenced
above. The first part (115 pages) covers each raid in detail and
describes the damage.
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CHAPTER 3

THE EVE OF THE BATTLE

Introduction

This chapter narrows the focus of the study. Starting with

a orief summary of the strategic situation, it details the specific

German preparations, and outlines the order of battle for both

sides. A discussion of the combat multipliers available to each

belligerent is included to set the stage for the later analysis of

tactical operations. Finally, the dispositions of the attackers

and the defenders as the battle begins takes the narrative to the

start of the battle.

Stratecic Overview

Hitler's plan was to stop the Russians at the Polish border.

while holding the Western Allies on the Westwall. In the west this

took the form of the German Ardennes Offensive, where Hitler hoped

to split the Allies and send an armored thrust through to Antwerp,

thus crippling supply operations and causing massive disruption in

command and control.' It was a risky operation, the Germans

gambled and lost, and the outcome was fatal to their war effort.

The slim Wehrmacht reserves, including seven irreplaceable panzer

divisions, were expended with a resulting delay of about six weeks

in the Allied time table. 2
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After Stalingrad, Hitler himself took comnand of the armed

forces by assuming command of MKf, and following the assassination

attempt of 20 July 1944 he further consolidated his control over

military affairs, putting Heinrich Himmler, head of the Police and

the SS, in command of the Replacement Army. Hitler's strategic

Cecision to launch the Ardennes Offensive was followed by another

to fight west of the Rhine, a decision that also proved costly to

the German war effort. Most of the units engaged were severely

attrited ana Oberstaruooenfuhrer (Colonel General of the Waffen SS)

Paul Hausser, the Army Group G commander, estimated that when

withdrawn east of the Rhine they were only 15% effective. 3 The

Allies' call for unconditional surrender left Hitler little choice,

but it seems that at the end of the war QV was content to trade

forces for space and time. Ultimately this strategy only

accelerated the Nazi collapse, 4 and In the opinion of Hausser there

was no strategic plan for the defense of central Germany beyond

reacting to Allied efforts. ' The impact of all this on

Ascnaffenourg was that the army that faced the Americans across the

Main River was largely militia in character.

After the German counteroffensive in the Azdennes the Allies

recovered and resumed the general advance. With the realization

that the Germans had expended large numbers of reserves in the

Ardennes operation, Eisenhower focused all his efforts on the

single guiding principle of the destruction of the enemy's forces.-

This was in compliance with the directive he had received from the
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Combined Chiefs of Staff (CCS) on 14 February 1944 which ordered

him to "...undertake operations aimed at the heart of Germany and

the destruction of her armed forces.-7 That Aschaffenburg was not

bypassed and left to wither on the vine was a result of the CCS

directive and Eisenhower's guiding principle. The objective was

not terrain, but the enemy forces. In the final analysis

Aschaffenburg represented a concentration of those forces,

German Preparation

As the manpower cost of the Ardennes Offensive became

apparent to the Nazi leadership steps were taken by the W

to increase the men available for military service. On 3 January

1945 K issued regulations implementing a Fuehrer decree dated 10

December 1944 requiring that all personnel of the W, Waffen

Q, and police in the Zone of the Interior be re-examined and all

found qualified released for duty at the front.0

Conditionally-qualified officers, NCOs and over-aged men were made

available. These measures affected Aschaffenburg.

Under the arrangements for the defense of the nation,

G Hellmuth was the Riechs Defense Commissioner for the

Main-Franken Gau and the man ultimately responsible for the defense

of the gau. He worked through Kteisiter Wohlgemuth in the Party

chain of command, but as a political functionary he had limited

real power over the Wehracht and such extraordinary Party

organizations as the SS, the police and others. This created
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problems during the conduct of the defense when the Combat

Commander, the Party, the SS, Q12, a special commission from the

Fuehrer, troops from three different Corps Areas, and the Seventh

(GE) Army all had their hand In the direction of the effort.

Within the political and military framawork described in the

last chapter Aschaffenburg prepared for the coming assault. Since

December of 1942 the Standortaeltesten (Senior Garrison Commander)

In Aschaffenburg had been Oberstleutnant (lieutenant colonel) Kurt

von Huenersdorff, a regular army officer who was also the Corps

Subarea commander. 9 In June 1944, he received as one of his

subordinates Major Fml!' Lamberth as commander of the 9th Engineer

Replacement Battalion In Lagarde Kaserne.10 Major Lamberth must

have quickly made his mark in the city because by the fall he was

working as the deputy to the senior garrison commander and on 30

January 1945 replaced Oberstleutnant von Huenersdorff. 1 '

While on the staff of the senior garrison commander, Major

Lamberth assisted in the preparation of the plan for the defense of

the city. The plan went through several revisions before it was

acceptable to the Corps Area commander.' 2  In summary, the concept

called for the determined defense of the river line, through a

defense In depth with the built-up area around the Schloss as the

key. The outskirts of the city would be strongpointed with each

bastion under the comnmand of an officer or senior NCO. The garrison

commander would command from a central bunker. Use would be made

of the bunkers of the Wetterau-Maln-Tauber Line, and of key terrain
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around the city. The main strongpoints: Schwelnhelm/Artillerie

Kaserne, Haus .CaolA (the southern approaches to the built up

area), ae, Mainaschaff, Lujm nmub.hl_ (the waterfront), the

city center, and the other kasernes each as a separate strongpoint

(Figure 2).13 Although not indicated In the source literature, it

must be assumed that Festun (fortress) Aschaffenburg would be a

part of an integrated defensive line tied in with regular army

units defending along the Main River.

To OW at this point In the war the resolute defense of

every meter of the Reich was paramount. To strengthen the resolve

of a community to defend itself Hitler would personally designate

certain areas as festunas to be strongly defended and would appoint

a kamDfkomnandant (combat commander), based on the recommendation

of the Corps Area commander.'" The W used k.ama±.qr..•..n

(battle groups), " =o. military formations, for specific

operations. These units either dissolved after accomplishing their

mission, or were destroyed in extended combat. The post-Stalingrad

period saw the establishment of combat commands for fixed

installations. Perhaps the most famous was that at Breslau where i

combat commana defended the city against Soviet troops from

February until the middle of May (after Nazi Germany had

surrendered). 1 5 The combat commander had extraordinary powers over

all aspects of life in the fortress, military and civilian. Hitler

would also determine if special regulations were to be put into

effect, including the requirement to fight to the last man.'-
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General duties were to construct field fortifications, assemble and

train all available troops and prepare for the coming attack."' In

addition to strictly military activities, all municipal services

and the feeding of civilians were placed under military control.

The combat comxnander became a virtual dictator. Because a Fuehrer

Decree established a fortress it could only be released by his

order, something he was unwilling to do at this stage of the war.

As the American and British armies approached the Rhine on 5

March 1945 Aschaffenburg becdme a combat command. Oberst (Colonel)

von Luetzow, the commander of the 409th Replacement and Training

Division. administered the oath of office to Major Lamberth in the

name of General der Infantrie Zehler, the Corps Area commander.'"

In the oath he promised to defend the city to the last round of

ammunition and acknowledged that he was under Hitler's personal

command.1 9 As a combat commander under orders from the Eehrer

Lamberth set about building a special battle staff that included

the subordination of the .jr•J.j.Li and other Party and government

officials, including Gauleiter Hellmuth whenever he dealt with

Aschaffenburg. 2 0 Under the rule that battlefield efficiency is

more important than fairness, Lamberth was probably appointed

because he was a battle-tested front line leader, who had snown a

toughness of mind and an ability to command. The post was not an

honorary one and he earned his pay.

Lamberth had to work closely with the Party functionaries,

and especially with the leader of the Hitlerjugend, to organize for
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the defense. On 11 March an SS Inspection Commission visited the

city to inspect the preparations. The fortress passed muster. The

commission is one example of the many different organizations that

fragmented the unity of command required for an effective

resistance by dabbling In defense matters. After the war, Lamberth

indicated that he continually fought interference from the Party in

the conduct of the defense. 21

Among the duties of the combat commander was coordination

with other combat commands along the Main River and in the area.

The cities of Hanau, Mlltenberg, Geinhausen, Lohr, Marktheidenfeld,

Karlstadt, Wurzburg, Hammelburg and Schwelnfurt were all designated

as combat commands (Figure I). For the most part the establishment

of combat commands was a sign of weakness. There was so little

faith in the fighting strength of the W that fortresses

were established to provide some resolve to the defense east of the

Rhine. This only compounded the problem of unity of command.

Wehrmacht units were ordered to fight until told to withdraw,

whereas the combat cormmands were ordered to fight to the last man.

Such confusing orders did little to the unity necessary to defeat a

determined foe.

Toward the end of the war the German military was little

more than a system of improvisations, with units long on combat

experience but short on experienced manpower, fighting with local

replacement units and thrown-together organizations with only

rudimentary military training. From mid-1944 units of the
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Replacement Army were engaged in combat and by early 1945 they had

became indistinguishable in their employment from Field Army

units. 2 - It Is under these conditions that

Aschaffenbur. ("A) prepared to fight a modern defensive war.

The relationship of UA to the Seventh (GE) Army will be discussed

below, but a review of the forces available within U& as the

battle approached Is Instructive.

Under Himmler the Replacement Army after November 1944

become a fighting organization. It still retained a training

function but supplied more combat units as the war progressed. The

regimental and division training staffs were upgraded to field

staffs and engaged In active operations. Thus X2 was building up

its fighting potential at the same time the Replacement and

Training units were filling out their ranks to take the field

drawing from the same manpower pool as MA. Competition was

intense and KM was only able to retain the manpower and equipment

it did Oecause the war came to the city before the Wehrmacht could

go to meet it. In addition to replacement and training unit

personnel, and recuperating soldiers In the convalescent units, the

single largest contingent of defenders came from the vglkssturm or

People's Militia.

The volkssturm was a home guard of over-aged and under-aged

men in varying states of physical condition. It had been proposed

early in the war but had not been activated because Hitler viewed

it as an adnission of weakness. 2
3 Its creation Is an example of
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the desperate measures seen necessary by Nazi Germany near the end

of the war. According to some observers, although the voilssturm

demonstrated weakness, it also showed a nation's willingness and

ability to persist In the face of tremendous odds. 2 4  The

acceptance of such a hopeless step by the German people Is a

tribute to their willingness to defend their nation so late in the

war, and also a measure of the degree to which the secret police

and the Party had cowed the people. It reminds us that no nation

is defeated until its leaders and the people believe as a whole

that they are defeated. 2 5

After the 20 July 1944 assassination attempt Hitler had lost

all confidence in the army leaders so he entrusted the mustering

and training of the vo~ksstu to the Party. Himmier was

responsible for the organization, training, arming and equipping of

the force .2  Each qau was to have a yolkssturm organization, its

size depending on the size of the g", under the leadership of the

gauite[. Lists were compiled and recruits directed to report,

and most did so out of patriotism or fear of the secret police.

All unattached men from 16 to 60 were to report for induction.

Once mustered the units trained on Sundays to reduce the impact on

war production that absence from work would cause during the week.

As an over simplification, the volkssturm was under-equipped,

inadequately trained, but perhaps most Importantly, it was poorly

led. "The Volkssturi was being led, from begining to end, by what
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amounted to officials, leadership was not by ability but by Party

loyalty.427

The Aschaffenburg 1o.gXauM was called to the colors on 12

November 1944. Initially all men from year groups 1884-1924 (ages

20-60) were ordered to appear for registration and

classification." They were organized Into seven companies and

designated Volksturm 15/1 (1st Battalion, 15th .olks.tum). Six

of the companies were assigned specific areas of the city, with the

seventh being a reserve formation. They trained at BkW-.. u..

Kaserne under the direction of the 106th Replacement and Training

Battalion on rifles, machineguns and the vanzerfaust ("panzer

fist", a shoulder fired anti-tank shape charge). They were under

the leadership of Lorenz Junker, the High Inspector of the Finance

Administration of Aschaffenburg, 2
9 but were placed under the

command of the combat commander on 17 March 1945.

While it may be easy to disniss the Aschaffenburg Volksstur

as an ineffective organization, it probably contributed several

hundred combatants to the battle, and this added significantly to

the combat power of "A. Reports from American units, of armed

civilians fighting in defense of Aschaffenburg probably arose from

members of the .olsaturm justifying the faith placed in them by

the Party leadership. But in the end the Party gave the volkssturm

too much to do for the resources available, and as a force to save

the Reich it failed.
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When the battle started XKA consisted of the Replacement

Army troops from the 106 Infantry Regiment, the 9th Engineer

Battalion, the 15th Artillery Regiment, the convalescent units,

Reserve Officer Aspirants, and the v£lksaturm. These forces were

assisted by armed civilians, Including Hitleriucend used in

Jriej.ensLt1 ("war employmentm) non-combatant positions such as

lookouts and messengers. 3" They had no tanks, few artillery pieces

or heavy weapons and in many respects were untrained and unfit for

their task, but the 5000 men of U possessed combat multipliers

that, when used in conjunction with the Field Army units of the

Seventh (GE) Army, would stop the American advance cold for over a

week.

The Opposing Forces

Throughout the ten days of Aschaffenburg there were four

distinct phases, each one with different opposing forces and force

ratios (Figure 6). Order of battle information is at Appendix 3,

but a recap is necessary to provide a basis for the discussion of

relative combat power.

Exclusive of the forces in KA the German troops belonged to

the Sevent Am that was responsible for the defense of

south-central Germany. It Initially assigned the 413th Reolacement

Division to defend the Main River front, but soon replaced it with

the C as its senior tactical headquarters in the region.

During the seven days that it reinforced KKA on the river, it
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ORDER OF BATTLE MATRIX

PhaseI - Engagement (25-26 March 1945)

American Units - ARMY: Third (LTG Patton)
CORPS: XII (MG Eddy)
DIVISION: 4 Armored Division (3 Hoge)
OTHER: Combat Command B, 4 Armored Division (LTC Abams)

German Units - ARMY: Seventh (Gen. der Inf. Felber)
(Gen. der Inf. Obstfelder, 26 March)

CORPS: L)XOII (Gen. dir Inf. Hahn) (from 26 March)
DIVISION: 413 Replacement Division Staff (Genit. von SchacKy) (25 Marcn)

256 Volkswenadler Division (GenmaJ. Franz)
36 Volksgrenadler Division (Genmaj. Ileikamp) (26 March)
416 Infantry Division (Genit. Pflieger) (26 March)

OTHER: lampfkouando Aschaffenburg (Maj. Lberth)

Phase 11 - Equilibrium (27-28 March 1945)

American Units- ARMY: Third (LTG Patton)
CORPS: XII (MG Ed")
DIVISION: 4 Armored Division (BG Hoge)
OTHER: Comoat Command B, 4 Armored Division (LTC Abrams)

Ist Bn, 104 Infantry (attached to 4 AD)

German Units - ARMY: Seventh (Gen. dir Inf. Obstfelder)
CORPS: DOCOII (Gen. der Inf. Hahm)
DIVISION: 256 Volksrenadler Division (Genmaj. Franz)

36 Voiksgrenadier Division (Genmaj. KleikaMp)
416 Infantry Division (Genit. Pilieger)

OTHER: Kampfkamiano Aschaffenburg (Maj. Lamberth)

Phase III - Attrition (28-30 March 1945)

American Units - ARMY: Seventh (LTG Patch)
CORPS: XV (MG Haislip)
DIVISION: 44 Infantry Division (MG Dean)

45 Infantry Division (MG Fredericks)
German Units - ARMY: Seventh (Gen. dir Inf. Obstfelder)

CORPS: LXXO(II (Gen. dir Inf. Hahm)
DIVISION: 256 Volksgrenadier Division (Genmaj. Franz)

36 Volksgrenadler Division (Genmaj. Kleikamp)
416 Infantry Division (Genlt. Pflieger)

OTHER: Kampfkomuando Aschaffenburg (Maj. Lambertn)

e IV - Reduction (31 March - 3 April 1945)

American Units - ARMY: Seventh (LTG Patch)
CORPS: XV (MG Haislip)
DIVISION: 44 Infantry Division (MG Dean)

45 Infantry Division (MG Fredericks)
OTHER: 157 Infantry (Col O'brien) (45 Infantry Division)

324 Infantry (Cal Anderson) (44 Infantry Division)

German Units - ARMY: Seventh (Gen. dir Inf. Obstfelder)
CORPS: none
DIVISION: none
OTHER: Iampfkauando Aschaffenburg (Maj. Lamberth)

Figure 6
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controlled four divisions: 413th Replacement, 256th Volksgrenadier,

36th Volkscrenadier, and 416th Infantry. They are treated below in

their order of appearance.2 1

The 413th Replacement Division was composed of a replacement

divison staff with replacement troops assigned. According to its

commander it had about 10,000 men but no more than 35% were fit to

be soldiers. It had recently become a combat division, its staffs

were very weak," and was not fit for a defensive misslon.3 On 25

March it was Ordered by OK to move to Aschaffenburg and take over

the Main River front; it was subordinated to Army Group G on 26

March and assigned elsewhere.

,LX.I.r, a veteran headquarters staff, was transferred

to Seventh (GE) Army on 25 March. 3 4 It had directed the defense oi

Fortress Metz In November and December 1944 and therefore had

experience in city combat. On 26 March It was directed to take

over the defense of the Main River sector NLT 281200 Mar 45.35

The 256 VolksQrenadier Division had a table of organization

strength of 10,072 men but it had suffered heavy losses of

personnel and equipment in the retreat from the Rhine, and the

LXXXXII Corps chief of staff, Oberst von Ingelheim, estimated its

strength at 50% (about 5000 men). Its replacements were untrained

with few heavy weapons and the staffs were strangers to each other.

In the opinion of von Ingelheim they were, '...fit for limited

(defensive) committment in favorable terrain only.'-° Its mission
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was to defend east of the Main River from Hanau to Kleinostheim, so

only its left flank regiments opposed the Americans at

Aochaffenburg.

The 36 Volksarenadier Division was organized similar to 2

YOf. It had fought on the Rhine and was ordered to the Michelstadt

area just ahead of the advancing Americans, then moved to the

Aschaffenburg area because of the weakness of the 413 Reolacement

Division. It had from 33% to 65% of Its authorized strength

because of school replacements and fillers from other units (about

6500 men), but only one third were trained and experienced..

Significantly, it had artillery with one medium and two light

battalions at 50% strength. In the opinion of the corps chief of

staff it had good officers, adequate NCOs, a fairly complete supply

of weapons and two assaults guns. It had limited fitness for

attack but was perhaps the best of the Aschaffenburg units.3' Its

mission was to defend from Kleinostheim to Kileinwallstadt, with the

exception of the area along the Main defended by K"A.

The 416 Infantry Division had a table of organization

strength of 12,772, but had fought on the Rhine and was severly

depleted. It was assigned two regimental staffs, four infantry

battalions and two field artillery battalions from the Replacement

Army, and the 506 SS Panzerorenadier Battalion (6 SS Mountain

Division North) was attached to bring its strength to an estimated

7000 men. Having many troops with no combat experience the corps

chief of staff rated it as only fit for limited de: .nsive action.i
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Its mission was to defend the corps southern front from

Kleinwalistaat to Miltenberg, and although not directly Involved in

the Aschaffenburg fight, It helped maintain the Integrity of the

Main River line.

During the perioa that the 413 Replacement Division staff

and the LXIISCrps controlled the front (Figure 7), German

strength in and around Aschaffenburg is estimated at 33,500, with

some 16,450 directly opposing American forces. 4 0

The first American unit to reach the river opposing the

IXXL. Co= and M was the U.S. 4th Armored Division assigned to

the XII Corps (25 March), it was followed by the 45th and 44th

Infantry Divisions (28 March and 1 April respectively) of the XV

Corps. As a blanket statement, the American units possessed all

t•e Germanz were lacking in men and materials. 4 1 A brief summary

of the order of battle follows.

After the Army reorganization of 1943 a corps became a

variable combination of divisions and battalions, with a commnand

group and a small staff to direct combat operations and combine

combat support and combat service support units to accomplish the

mission. The XI1 Corps arrived overseas in April 1944 and

participated in the Northern France, Rhineland and Ardennes-Alsace

campaigns before moving to the Main River. Under the commana of MG

Manton Eddy it was a veteran, experienced combat headquarters. The

XV Corps arrived In Europe on 14 December 1943 and had participated
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in four campaigns. Commanded by MG Wade Haislip, it was also a

veteran organization.

Organized under the 1943 TO&E, the 4th Armored Division had

a strength of 10,937 formed Into three combat commands, each with a

tank battalion, armored Infantry battalion and an artillery

battalion. When It reached the Main River on 25 March It had been

on the move in combat since 22 February. Estimated strength was

80% as it reached the Main (about 9300 men). 42 Its mission was to

seize crossings over the Main River and the cities of Hanau and

Aschaffenourg. The division's Combat Command B (CCB) was the

initial American unit to reach Aschaffenburg with an estimated

strength of 2500 men.

The 45th Infantry Division had an -organizational strength of

13,688 officers and men, built around three infantry regiments,

with artillery, engineers, cavalry, and division services assigned,

and tanks, tank destroyer, chemical mortars and other assets

attached as required. It was a veteran division with experience in

Sicily, Italy, Southern France, Ardennes-Alsace, and the Rhineland

before reaching Aschaffenburg. Pulled from the line on 17

February, it re-entered combat on 15 March and was relatively fresh

as it approached the Main. It had an estimated strength of 90%

(12,300 men). Its mission was to exploit the gains made by the 4th

Armored Division along the Main River.
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The 44th Infantry Division saw heavy fighting around Aachen

In Janaury, occupied evacuated Heidelberg in March, and moved to

the west bank of the Main as a corps reserve. It was relatively

fresh when it sent the 324th Infantry Regiment across the river to

envelop the northern approaches of Aschaffenburg. It was near

authorized strength (13,000).43

The 3rd Infantry Division was a veteran infantry division

with service in North Africa, Italy, Southern France and Germany.

It assaulted the Westwall on 18 March, crossed the Rhine on 26

March and reached the Main on 30 March. It was estimated at 80%

strength (12,300 men). Its mission was to breach the Main and

drive on south-central Germany.

This information gives some clue as to why the Americans did

not immediately overwhelm the Main River front. LXLSCrps

mustered j3,500 men on the 60 kilometers along the Main, whereas US

forces, primarily the 4th Armored Division, only numbered 8700 men.

Granting that not all German forces were in place, the defenders

still had an advantage approaching 3.9 to 1, very poor odds for an

attacker regardless of qualitative superiority. Focusing only on

Aschaffenourg the ratio was the same, with 16,450 Germans initially

defending against the 2500 members of CCB, 4th Armored Division.

An attacker does not do well with a 6.6 to 1 advantage in favor of

the defender. It is not until the arrival of the 3rd and 44th

Infantry Divisions after 30 March that the numbers favor the

attacker. By 30 March some 47,600 Americans opposed the remnants
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of LXXXII Corps' 23,500 men (less 413 Replacement Division

withdrawn on 28 March), a ratio of 2 to 1 In favor of the attacker.

Combat Multipllers

In war numbers alone never tell the story. It Is ironic that

at the start of the battle for Aschaffenburg the defenders would

enjoy a quantitative superiority combined with what some see as the

qualitative superiority of German arms in the Second World War. 4 "

However, as has been outlined above, the fitness of the German

units was far below that of the American units. Given that the

Germans enjoyed a numerical superiority for at least the first few

days of the battle, what was the effect of other factors at the

start of the fight that give some clue to the eventual outcome?

The broad categories of environmental, operational and behavioral

factors developed by Colonel Trevor N. Dupuy in his books on the

analysis of war (End Note 44) offer some guidelines.

As regards the environment, weather and terrain provided

some advantage to each side. The weather is the same for both

sides, but the defenders had the advantage of fixed facilities in

which to hide and fight. Until they captured parts of the city.

any attacker would have to fight exposed to the elements. It was

late March in south central Germany, the weather was cold, wet ano

damp. The weather advantage must go to the defenaer.
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Assuming that the Main River line could be held by German

forces, the terrain would seem to favor the defender. As is

described In Chapter 2, the city sits across the Main River from

the most likely avenue of attack. It Is not fordable and is some

150 meters wide in most places. The river Is not an Insurmountable

barrier, but would have to be deliberately assaulted. The two

conditions necessary for a successful defense would be that

flanking units remain in place and that the three bridges in the

vicinity, two railroad and one road (Figure 2), could be denied to

the enemy. A disadvantage for the defender is the fact that the

city is well within indirect fire range from the west bank which

would permit fire support for assaulting forces without crossing

the river. If the river could be crossed the attacker would gain

an advantage, especially if he was able to occupy the high ground

around the city. This would afford excellent observation and fire

on the city and help to interdict communications and supplies into

the built-up area.

Well prepared urban terrain is of advantage to the defenoer.

Aschaffenourg's location in a bowl made a direct assault a

necessity until the high ground commanding the city could be

secured. The city afforded all the advantages of combat in a

built-up area. These include: the cover and concealment of the

built-up area providing protection from fire; channelization of the

attackers into movement corridors easily swept by fire. where short

ranges negate the effect of superior firepower reduce the threat ot
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mechanized attack; a hostile population to support the defenders

and pose security problems for the attackers; defenders who know

the terrain; and the high pyschological and physiological stress

associated with close combat in restricted terrain. 4 5 Add these to

the fact that the city was a fortress with the bunkers and

emplacements of the Wetterau-Maln-Tauber Line, and it can be seen

that the urban terrain favored the defender.

At first glance the operational factors would seem to favor

the Americans. German forces on the Main River were more an armed

militia than a field army. The attackers possessed the artillery,

air support, armor and other combat support assets not possessed by

the defenders, backed up by a functioning logistical systemj. The

German logistics organization was near collapse, for example, the

combat commander had 1700 rifles from various countries, only 32

machineguns and a few Panzerfau for a force of 5000 men."-

Compare that to the statement of a U.S. Infantry battalion

executive officer, 'We had an abundance of supporting weapons with

plenty of ammo."47 The city leadership had stockpiled adequate

supplies of food, medical supplies and water, but did not have

enough for a long siege.

The defenders did possess some operational advantages. The

fortifications would make the Main hard to cross and make an

attacker pay for every meter of ground. Although the German forces

were short on overall combat experience they did have enough

veterans to take advantage of lessons learned throughout a long
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war, to include a well-tested doctrine for city combat. They were

aware of the fact that an attacker would try to force the city by

up de mai and only If It had failed would resort to a deliberate

assault. This time gap would allow for reinforcing weak points and

for making additional preparation." Their command, control and

communications within a was good and they had conducted practice

alerts to exercise the system. But the defender's lack of

mobility, air superiority, tactical Intelligence, heavy weapons,

and reinforcements would complicate any effort at long term

defense. These deficiencies would force the Germans to fight a

positional defense in the rubble of the city and, without

reinforcements, lose by attrition.

If the environment favored the defenders and operational

factors were somewhat offsetting, what effect would behavioral

factors have on a potential struggle? The attackers would be from

veteran combat units, with recent experience in city fighting.

Even granting new replacements, the leadership of the approaching

Americans was battle-tested, although perhaps not to the level of

some segments of the Germans forces. Their level of training was

good, with recent periods of in-country unit training. Individual

replacements had received a full training cycle before assignment

to their units.

If there Is an area where the Americans were deficient it

was in morale. Not in the sense of unit espirit, -- the attacking

forces were from successful, highly motivated units. -- but in the
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intangibles of combat. The 4th Armored Division knew it would not

have to finish the fight and perhaps did not take full advantage of

all opportunities. Troops of the 45th Infantry Division were told

they were coming to the Main River sector for a rest, because

Patton's Third Army had s2r'O the area. The real!zat!on that

this was not the case must have been a shock and likely reinforced

the attitude of all combat soldiers that their lot is always the

worst. It was late in the war and the average American soldier

could tell the end was near. As one officer put it, "We had

special instructions from Allied headquarters to avoid having

casualties. If we met resistance to pull back, use the air force,

artillery and chemical mortars, then try again. 49 Regardless of

whether such instructions were ever actually issued, the thought

behind them was plain to the combat veteran who wrote those worcds.

The German Army possessed several behavioral strengths. It

had a solid, well-training officer corps, that even late in the war

worked on the principle that having no officer was better than

naving a poor officer. The regional-based unit replacement ana

training system was still functioning somewhat. This system built

cohesion even in the face of deterioration because it trained

junior leaders to assume command in the absence of their superiors.

The training cycle was greatly reduced so that most new recruits

were either untrained, or had a few weeks of rudimentary military

instruction. The German Army was a thoroughly disciplined force

that prided itself on improvisation, a skill needed in city
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combat. 5u The traditions of good leadership would carry the

defenders for many days.

Whereas the attackers were weaker in morale, that is the

area where the defenders were strongest. The Germans suspected the

war was lost but fought until the end. Even as the battle

approached, the German soldier fought because he was fighting for

his homeland, and because the government promised that the struggle

would ultimately benefit Germany. The apparent fanaticisn of the

aefense reflected the skill and efficiency of experienced soldiers

hardened in nearly six years of war. 5 1 This spirit is reflected in

a saying current at the time, 'Nun yolk steh auf und sturm brich

1_!" (Now the people stand up and the storm break loose!).=2

American Proloaue

Seventh (US) Army Operation Instruction 110, dated 25 March

1945 informed XV (US) Corps of a boundry change between Third (US)

Army and Seventh (US) Army, effective 260001 Mar 45.53 This

seemingly insignificant modification in control graphic information

ch-ged the entire character of the battle for Aschaffenourg, a

tight that would begin later that day. It shifted the boundry

between two advancing American armies to the north so that,

starting on Monday, 26 March, Aschaffenburg would be the

responsibility of the XV (US) Corps' 45th Infantry Division, and

not of the XII (US) Corps' 4th Armored Division. An armored force

would Initiate the fight, but would give way to an infantry unit.
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The timing of this message is perhaps as Important as Its

content. Although the record does not reflect it, when the 4

Armored Division started the battle, It knew that It would not

finish it and, consciously or subconsciously, that knowledge must

have colored the manner In which it conducted the fight. Without

passing judgement on the U.S. units that fought at Aschaffenburg, a

quick examination of the battle reveals that the 4th Armored

Division, after an Initial unsuccessful attempt to seize the town

by a coupe ce main, went over to the tactical defensive and awaited

the advanced elements of the 45th Infantry Division. Because the

45th fought most of the battle for Aschaffenburg, this tactical

outline will focus on it.

Operation UNDERTONE was the Seventh (US) Army operation to

pierce the Westwall and drive to the Rhine River. 5' It had started

on 15 March and according to the official history of the 45th

Infantry Division, it was slow, deadly work. 5 5 By 19 March the

German defenses had been breached and on the 22d the units pushed

to the Rhine. The concurrent seizure of the Ludendorff Railroac

Bridge by the 9th Armored Division and the rapid establishment of a

bridgehead by the First (US) Army on 7 March 1945 had changed the

nature of the Rhine crossings for later American units, for in

spite of the fact that the crossings were conducted under fire,

because they were not the first, the defenders were busy trying to

stem the tide at the already-existing bridgeheads. On 26 March the

XV (US) Corps began Its assault over the river with the 45th
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Infantry and 3rd Infantry Divisions spearheading the assualt on a

fifteen mile wide sector betweem Gernhelm and Mannheim.S"

The Rhine had been breached and one of the consequences of

the German decision to strongly contest the Allies west of the

river was that the resistance between the Rhine and the Main River

in south-central Germany was weak and unorganized, it was more of a

delaying action than of a defense. The Allies recognized this and

the race across Germany was started in erne9t.

German Final Preoarations

As the winter of 1945 faded Into spring the Germans knew

that the battle for the homeland had begun. On 26 February

Oberstoruooenfuehrer Paul Hausser, the commanding general of Army

Group G sent this message to General der Infantrie Walther Hahm,

the commander of LXXXII Corps:

The execution of all measures in the East necessitates a
holding of the lines in the West. There is no compromise
here either .... He who gives up the fight is not only a
coward but he betrays also our women and children ....
All soldiers separated from their units who are found
loitering on roads, In towns, with the trains, claiming
to be stragglers, are to be executed on the spot.57

There is no equivocation, the new SS commander of Army Group G is

setting the tone for his conduct of operations. The intent of the

commander is clear, discipline will be maintained and there will be

no compromise in the determination to win.
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Ten days later, on 7 March 1945, elements of CCB 9th Armored

Division siezed the Ludendorff Bridge over the Rhine River at

Remagen and established a small bridgehead. The Americans had

their first foothold in the heart of the Reich and they would

exploit It over the next few weeks In ever-increasing numbers.

Oberstgruppenfuehrer Hausser would have an opportunity to test the

will of his troops to continue the struggle.

As the war approached preparation continued In

Aschaffenburg. In early 1945 a Festunosdienststelle (Fortress

Service Organization) was established to supervise the

refurbishment of the Wetterau-Main-Tauber Line. Based on the

bunker suitability criteria of 1945, it found 268 of the 329

bunkers not fit for employment." With the formal designation as a

fortress and the Installation of a combat commander on 5 March the

work started in earnest.

During the night of 20-21 March the garrison received a

teletype message with the code word "Gnelsenau" indicating an

upgrade to full alert. The alert was executed over the next few

days and by 0730 hours on 23 March the measures had been

implemented. The next day Major Lamberth, the combat commander,

went to Michaelstadt to Seventh Army headquarters to give a

personal report and the garrison was placed under the army's

control.9 Simultaneously, the U.S. 4th Armored Division was

crossing the Rhine River at Worms for a drive to the Main River,
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which It reached at 1200 hours the next day. The battle of

Aschaftenburg was about to begin.
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CHAPTER 4

lntroauction

This chapter deais with the battle for the city of

Aschaffenourg from 25 March to 3 April 1945. covering the four

phases of the struggle: Engagement (25-26 March). Equilibrium

(27-28 March). Attrition (28-30 March). Reduction (31 March - 3

April). It is chronological. describing the actions taken by ootn

siaes to gain the initiative and secure a tactical advantage.

Settina tne Stage

For Q" the news in the west was bad. The Allies naa

breached the W. siezed the Saar Palatinate and the

Rnineiana. crossed the Rhine in several places ana now were

arivina. almost unopposed, towards the heart of the Reign. in

soutn central Germany remnants of Wnmnt units were screamina

oack to the next ecnelon of defensive positions aiong tne wetter.

Main ana Tauoer River systems. Their fitness ror combat was poor

and any effort at aefens- resembled more of an armed aeiay.

Pusninq them were two strong American armies, the Thira ana tne

Seventh. both with as much combat experience as any American units.

The Third Army spearhead was the 4th Armorea Division racinQ

across the flat country between the Rhine and the Main through

Darmstaat. The ooeration was aided by the German Seventh Army
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commander s aecision to abandon the defense of Darmstadt. a city

alreaay substantially destroyed by aerial bowing., In the 38-

weather of the Bavarian spring morning LTC Creighton W. Abrams,

Combat Command B (CCB), a strong force of 2500 men. racea to the

Main River In Ascraffenburg following a report of a road briage

still uncamageo over the river.

Awaiting them on this Palm Sunday were the five thousand

comnatants of Kamzfkommando Aschaffenbura (KKA) ana German troops

under the control of the 413 Replacement Division staff, hastily

oraerea by 0KW to control all forces along the Main River front

rrom Hanau to Mlltenoerg. 2 Most of the division's 10,000

partiaily-trainea troops were concentrated in the major towns aiong

its 60 kilometer front. However, at the start of the battle

Ascnaffenourg was an isolated defensive strongholc witn few other

troops for support.3 KKA positioned its forces as seen at Figure 8

with an initial echelon of troops on the west bank of tne river in

the Nilkheim salient and the second echelon arrayed in strongpcints

trom west to east on high ground, or in fortified positions in

rront ot the urban area of the city. A weakly nela area was the

open ground south of the city in the vicinity of the Nilkheim

raitroad oriage.
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OPENING TROOP DISPOSITIONS. 25 MARCHi 1946
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Day I - 25 March 1945

At 0900 hours the German command at Babenhausen. nine miles

to the west, called Aschaffenburg to report that the town was under

attack by strong American armored forces. This information went

out to ail strongpoints and Major Lamnerth. the Combat Commander.

ordered the ourning of all secret documents. At noon sentries in

the towers of the Schloss Johannisbura reported the approach ot the

Americans along Darmstaedter Strasse, the road from Babenhausen.

The members of CCB, 4th Armored Division were driving for the

Manorucke over the Main at the apex of the Nilkheim salient.4

They reached the bridge and tried to push their way across under

intense small arms fire. As the first Sherman tank tried to force

its way across it exploded with a flash from multiple hits from

antitank rockets, antitank shells, mortars and small arms tire.s

This caused the Americans to withdraw from the nose of the saiient.

SimuitaneousIy German defenders in the Schloss saw American men and

armorea venicies crossing the undamaged railroac oriage three

kliometers upriver (south) from the road bridge.

As the lead American units were pulling back from the roac

oCLage, LTC Harold Cohen, commander of the 10th Armored Infantry.

receivea a radio call telling him of the railroad bridae. He

airected the battalion recon platoon to take the bridge ana ail

available vehicles to provide fire support. In rapid succession.

unaer intense small arms fire, the scouts swarmed a,.coss the
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one-track-wice iron girder structure, cutting wires, pushing aerial

bombs rigged for demolition into the river. Once on the other side

some men cove in the water to swim to the center support to cut

away additional bombs.- When reasonably assured that the bridge

would not blow up in their faces, three companies of infantry went

across oa foot, followed by their nalftracKs and some tanks irom

the 37th Tank Battalion.' By 1230 hours the Americans had moved

away from the river and were fighting their way up the slopes of

the Bi flera and the ErDIa against light resistance. Realizing

the importance of the bridgehead, LTC Abrams moved as much combat

power over the bridge as he dared.

The American approach to the city had occurred so fast that

the plans for the destruction of the bridges were not executed.

ree..Ls.auan Paul Keil, the railroad bridge commander. was awaiting

demolitlons which aid not arrive in time.= When this was reportec

to the combat commander he ordered immediate counterattacks. but

the Americans had built up such strong forces that the attacks

taiiea. While the defenders were trying to stop the nemorrnage at

the railroad bridge, they did succeed in blowing up the MainOCVCKe

sending two spans into the muddy water. By mid-atternoon. despite

repeated ground counterattacks and sorties by ME-109 fighters. tne

Americans nad opened an eight square kilometer lodgement on the

east bank ot the Main. The Nilkhelmer railroad bridge was the only

intact bridge across the Main River from Frankfurt to Miltenberg:

the Wetterau-Main-Tauper Line had been compromised. In the
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afternoon the German Seventh Army commander, General der infantrie

(major general) Felber visited the city to assess the situation.

Having the recent example of the Remagen railraod bridge, he was

especially aware of the importance of containing the American

penetration.; He directed that all available units be sent to the

Main front at Aschaffenburg.

In mid-afternoon the Americans attempted to capitalize on

the oriagenead by trying to sei~e the town of Schweinneim t,: a c

ce main. A strong force of tanks and infantry, supported by

artillery, attacked the town along the flat rolling farmland. out

puilea back to positions on the Erlg, the Sternberg and the

Biscnberg after loosing several tanks and engaging in hano-to-hana

fighting.,0 Before nightfall US units had moved north along the

river to the southern approaches to Aschaffenburg. The elements

not engaged in the bridgehead mounted assaults to eliminate

isolated German defensive positions in Schoenousch Park and in

Leicer (Figure 8),

Inus, on tne first cay of the battle ot Ascnattenourg the

Americans nac gained a foothold across the Main River, out at a

cost of four tanks put out of action and and several men killed or

wounded. Aithough a bridgehead was firmly estaolisned tnev nac

missed an important opportunity. The area south of the city was

initialiy lightly defended, but in the words of LTC Cohen, "the

Wenrmacnt moved in and built utp a crust." A massing ot torces in

the Ascnaffennurg area could have provided a quick entrance into
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tne Spessart Mountains and the Franconian heartland beyond. The

Germans saw the possibility and the Aschaffenburg area became a

scnwenrpunKt drawing forces from the entire area. Yet, they were

too late to erase the brldgehead and bad committed a tactical

blunder similar to that made at Remagen.

Destruction of bridges was an engineer function that was

centralized in engineer channels. According to Major Lamoerth. the

destruction of the Main bridges (one road and two rail bridges in

the JQ sector) was not a part of the defensive plan developed in

the fail of 1944. In an article written after the war he states

that the plan for the bridges came to the city, without comment, on

23 March from Wehrxreis X1I in Wiesbaden." Bridges were such a

strategic asset that QKW probably chose to centralize their control

to avoid tneir destruction bY inexperienced, or at least not

fuily-intormed. commanders.

The Americans seized the Initiative at the oriage and then

iet it slip away wnen they did not follow up against aefenaers so

teeoie tnat ooth tne commander of the 413 Repiacement Division's

home WenrKreis and the chief of staff of Seventh Army were

painfully aware of the inferior quality of its men and equipment."-

There are several possible reasons why the Americans aid not press

the attacx. They were at the end of a lengthening supply line.

were the only force across the Main River and did not know it they

were oeing drawn into a trap where they could be hit in the tiank

ana destroyed. Also. because of its position in a bowl tormea oy
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the Spessart Mountains and the Main River. the city could not be

bypassed. The reduction of a defended city is always a costly,

time-consuming operation, especially for an armored formation. It

was the habit of the US Army in Europe in the Second World War to

attach additional Infantry to armored combat commands to give them

added protection and make them more suited for combat in

restrictive terrain. The 4th Armored Division had received the

J28th inrantry Regiment from the 26th Infantry Division on 24

March, but CCB had not yet been reinforced."' But perhaps the most

important reason CCB did not press the attack was that, eftective

26UU01 Mar 45. an army boundry change would make Aschaffenourg

ofticially the responsibility of the US Seventh Army. On order, CCB

would cross the Main at Hanau and join the rest of the 4th Armored

Division in a push north towards Giessen. So the initiative gained

by the seizure of the bridgehead was allowed to pass to the

Germans, who were rushing reinforcements into the area by rail.

Day 2 - 26 Marcn 1945

As an indication of the seriousness with which the American

penetration was viewed by the Germans, a two-person special

commission was dispatched from Q.K. SS Obersturmcannfuenrer

(3S-lieutenant colonel) Wegener. an QOK staff officer, and

Stansapotneker (staft pharmicist) Stumpf, a district judge trom tne

Beriin area. arrived in the city on the 25th with credentials

signed by O•W chief Field Marshal Wilhelm Keitel. They were
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empowered to direct operations in the city If necessary. it was

plain that KamptKommandanten Lamberth was going to nave plenty of

nelp in nis defense of the city.' 4

As the en rushed reinforcements to the Main front.

tne Americans maintained pressure on the bridgehead. To outilank

the American bulge on the east bank the defenders reinforced the

positions in Schwelnhelm and Stengerts HJil to the east ot the nose

of the penetration. While the defenders kept up a stream of smaii

arms ana mortar fire on the bulge, the elements of CCB in the oulge

received word to disengage. They were to make no further

penetration. but just withdraw and hold the bridge.'s As they

complied, the Wehrmacht was making organizational changes in the

defending forces.

In the early morning hours of 26 March OK placed the 11.3

kepiacement uivision under tne command of the Sevencn Army. Tnere

was still no intermediate headquarters. but the German Hiqn Commana

teit it naa to achieve some operational control of the Main River

rront.1- it can oe argued that in the face ot tne near totai

oreakdown in the command and control apparatus of the German forces

at tnis stage of the war, assigning any higher controiling statr

aoove corps level was wishful thinking, but OKW must have teit this

necessary. Certainly the influence of Army Group G ana Seventh

Arm became tess as the battle progressed. Army Group G.

especially, had no reserves, no intelligence system, no adequate
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coinmana facilities. and almost no right to make independent

decisions in its zone of action.

To reinforce U& the 36 Volksgrenadler Division (VOD) was

ordered from north of Michelstadt to the area south of the

penetration to block any American breakout to the south. They were

accompanied by the 416 Infantry Division directed to occupy the

area to the south of the 36 VGD,1 and elements of the XIII SS

C which entered the line along with the 256 VGD on the city's

rignt flanK.,a In an attempt to improve coordination on its flanks

U established liaison with the combat commands in Klingenoerg on

its left and Hanau on its right. Hanau. like Ascha'fenburg, was

under orders to fight to the end. although it was still quiet in

most of the city."?

On the tactical side the sltuatlon was approaching

equiiiorium. The Americans did not want to attack and the Germans

were not yet strong enough to do so. CCB mounted limited assuaits

toward the Obernauer Kolonie section on the southern ena of city.--

and alonq Bischnerger Strasse in the direction ot Schweinneim.

Both attacks extended the US lines and gave them a toehold in the

Suouros of tne city.

it Is In this context that the events of the "Hammeiburg

Raid" untold. US Third Army commnander Lieutenant General George 6.

Patton directed the use of the Aschaffenburg bridgehead to launcn

an armored thrust towards the German POW camp at the Lun1mcht
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infantry training area at Hammelnurg, forty miles northest of the

city. The object was to free the American officer prisoners held

tnere and bring them back to American lines. Among those prisoners

was Patton's son-in-law, LTC John Waters. The decision was staffed

curing the day and Patton himself came to the Aschaffenburg area to

aiscuss tne mission with the leaders Involved. The troops for tne

mission would come from CCB.ý"

During the nlgnt of 25-26 March, Major Stiller. Patton's

aiae, came to Aschaffenburg and told LTC Cohen to "prepare for a

cangerous mission."2= After several hours of discussion on its

size, and whether it should go at all, a task force of 53 vehicies

(jeeps. light and medium tanks, halftracks and assault guns) and

294 men under the command of CPT Abraham Baum was assemolec.

equipped and brlefed during the daylight hours of 26 March. The

pian called for the Task Force Baum to punch through Schweinheim.

get on the main road towards Haibach and follow routes 8 and 26 to

hanrneioura. Starting with a thirty minute artillery preparation at

4QjU nours che infantrymen, engine. id tankers of CCB fouqnc

into 6chweinneim and cleared a path through the town. The jermans

puc up a determinea defense and it was not until midnignt that if

Baum pusn through and reached the main road in the vicinity of

Artiilerie Kaserne in the southeastern part of Ascnaffenourg. Once

on tne main road they drove rapidly to the northeast encountering

light resistance.
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Tne immediate reaction on the part of the Germans was one ot

contusion Outposts along the route reported the presence of a

mechanized column in the German rear, and a number of trains moving

troops and supplies west along the Main River valley were engagea

and damagedA.- Upon reaching MK these reports contributed to the

impression that the Main River front was in jeopardy, and

contributed to the strengthening of the front at Aschaffenburg by

convincing the German High Command that a leak must be plugged. At

the same time, General der Infantrie Weisenberger, the commancer of

WehrKries XIII, took steps to stop the penetration which eventualiy

succeeded on the morning of the 28th when the force was surrounded

and cap t urea.- 4  While the raid contributed directly to the

reinforcement of the Aschaffenburg area, it also indirectly

contributed tu the long term weakening of the front. The W

realized the necessity of holding at least some forces in reserve.

After the departure of Task Force Baum. CCS pulled back to

its positions on the high ground overlooking the city. The hara

touqnt toenold in Schweinheim was relinquished as it preparea roc

another mission. The battle of Aschaffenourg was about to enter

another phase. The Germans had lost the bridge, but. witn the

exception of TF Baum. they were able to contain the penetration.

Meanwnile. the Americans were retrenching.
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jay 3 - 27 March 1945

To enhance the control on the Main River the staff of the

416 Infantry Division was ordered by the German Seventh Army to

take over control of the defense of the area from the 412

Replacement Division.25 Even though better equipped. and with a

more experienced staff, the 416 !1) struggled to receive, organ!:e

and properly distribute the many snall independent units that where

arriving on the front. They were mostly training units of the

Replacement Army. with inadequate training and equipment. During

the day Ascnaffenburg received a grenadler training battalion, a

light artillery training section. a medium artillery training unit.

a L training battalion and an engineer training company.-ý

Facing the Americans was a collection of various replacement ana

training units.- Notably absent In the forces avaiiable were

acequate infantry units. However, we should not make too much of

tne lack ot infantry units. for during the Battle of tne Bulge the

u.S. Army rusned men not assigned to infantry units to tne front

ana many rougnt well. As will be seen below, regardless ot their

apparent quality, the replacement units fought vigorously.

Un the American side. CCB was pulling across the Main into

assemoiy area prior to moving towards Hanau to rejoin the rest or

the division. Its place in the Nllkheim bridgehead was taken oy

the Ist battalion. 104th Infantry (26th Infantry Division), then

attacned to the 4th Armored Division. In the early morning hours
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the battalion. reinforced with a company of medium tanks from the

778th Tank Battalion. moved to the Aschaffenburg front and relievec

(CB.i- While the 1/104th IR cautiously approached Schweinheim

(Figure 9) other American units were beginning to learn about

Aschaftenburg.

The boundry change that had become effective the preceeding

day gave the Seventh Army's XV Corps responsibility for

Aschaffenburg and it in turn directed its left flank unit, the 45th

Infantry Division, to move into the area. The 45th ID was moving

east against light resistance with three regiments abreast (See

Figure 10). MG Fredericks. the division commander, gave the i57tn

Infantry Regiment, moving on his right flank the mission of seizing

the town. In the morning of the 27th, LTC Felix Sparks. the

commander of the 3rd Battalion, 157th Infantry, was ordered to

orive rapilaiy to the Main at Aschaffenburg and seize the high

ground immediately beyond the river. According to LTC Sparxs ne

was informed that the town had been cleared by the Third Army. he

was not cola of Task Force Baum operating beyond the river.

ainougn he was told not to fire on any American tanks ne might

find to his front-; Leaving its assembly area at 1200 hours the

3/157 IR arrived at the Nilkheim railroad bridge at 1400 hours.

The lead elements of the battalion discovered the bridge planked

over to facilitate vehicle movement, but found no friendly toops.

A platoon. and then a company, was sent across the bridge. and
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while being engaged with mortars and smuall arms fire. it met the

American troops holding the bridgehead. 3 0

The 3/157 IR took up defensive positions on the west banK of

the Main while the leaders coordinated the relief In place. LTC

Sparks met with the captain commanding the bridgeheaa who said that

his orders were to hold the bridge 'until relieved." He also tola

SparKS that the town was not cleared. 3 1 After relieving the recon

troop, the 3,157 IR moved across the bridge and took up defensive

positions. At 1400 hours and again at 1600 hours the Americans

repulsed two strong counterattacks by the defenders in Schweinheim.

They aiso received mortar and small arms fire from the high grouna

east of the town, but by 1640 hours the relief in place was

complete; the battle was theirs3 2 Immediately two rifle companies

supported by artillery and tank destroyers made a coordinatea

assault on the town. A small toehold was siezed on cne east side

ana fifteen prisoners capturedý'. The period of equilibrium in tne

oattle of Ascnaffenourg was over.

The stiff resistance at the Main River line was unexpectea.

The 45th ID had met determined resistance at the Westwalt ana wnile

crossing the Rhine, but the forty kilometers between the Rhine ana

tne Main naa been lightly defended. The diis~on had encounterec

more civiiians with white flags than soldiers with assualt rifies.

it must have seemed as if the end was finally in sight and German

resistance was crumbling at last. In the words of LTC Sparks. 'Tne

resistance in the Aschaffenburg area came as a great suprise to my
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regiment and aivision.434 The news that the regiment had an enemy

torce several thousand strong to overcome was not welcome, and as

the fighting progressed, led to increased bitterness on the part of

the attackers. The soldiers of the 45th ID felt they had been lied

to by the 4th AD.-=

As the 3/157 IR settled into the bridgehead the Germans were

consolidating their positions to block any breakout. The ý§VUL

occupied positons on the right flank of KKA in the military

training area on the south side of Schweinheim, and in the hilis

oeyond. To increase the level of control on the front Seventh Army

alerted the LXllQop to take over the defense of the Main River

line by 1200 hours the next day.3o In addition to its own weak

units it would nave KKA with its collection of some 15 various

replacement and convalescent units to defend the river line.-7

Day 4 - 28 March i945

ý still nela. The ý6 VGD was weakly outposting tne

soutnern end of the city and the 256 VGD had troops in contact witn

tne western strongpoint in Mainaschaff. The American penetration

nad oeen sealed off, and German forces were strong enough that the

only safe US crossing sites were still around the railroad bridge.

As tne strongest of the German units facing the Americans. tne 36

VGD was selected to conduct a counterattack to eliminate what the

Germans called the "Obernau Bridgenead." Betore dawn the 87tn ano

!65U Infantry Regiments, along with two light and one medium
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artiiiery oattalions, were in place to the south.30 Throughout the

day the leaders conducted reconnaissance and rehearsed the pian,

wnicn called for the 165 Grenadier Reaiment (GR) to hit the right

flank of the American bulge in the vicinity of the Ermig. while the

87 GR pushed to the river at Obernau. The division's other

regiment, tne 118th was still moving up from the Michelstadt area.

The town of Gailbach served as the assembly area.

On the American side, beginning at 0730 hours the rest of

tne 157tn 1R, and its supporting arms and services, motored to tne

Main River near Aschaffenburg and started to cross the railroad

oriage, wnicn was under enemy air attack by ME-109s for part of tne

aay.-ý" All elements of the 3/157 IR were in position in the

oriagenead by 1200 hours, those not in the line occupied an

assembly area near the river east of the Erbig preparing to attacK

into Scnweinneim. The 2/157 IR followed, crossed into the

oriagehead and made preparations for an attack to the north aiong

the river. The 1/157 IR crossed the railroad bridge at 1530 hours

and occupied an assembly area preparing to attack oecween its

sister oattalions."'

At approximately 1530 hours the regiment began a generai

attack supported by the 158th Field Artillery Battalion. set up in

Scnoenousch Park three kilometers west of the town.-" Company A.

191st Tank Battalion. Company B, 645th Tank Destroyer Battation ano

Company B. 2na Chemical Mortar Battalion. The 2/157 LR attacked

into tne Ooernauer Kolonie on the regimental left flank in a coiumn
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of companies with Company F leading. The company met strong smali

arms, machinegun and anti-tank grenade fire, and inched its way

forward to a position two kilometers northeast of the railroac

bridge wnere It remained overnight (Figure 11). The 3/157 IR

attacked into the eastern end of Schweinheim encountering very

stirr resistance with Company I on the left, Company K on the rignt

and Company L in reserve. Although supported by tactical air ana

artiiiery, iL failed to pass beyond the outskirts of the town

because of cetermined German resistance, which includea officer

aspirants from the Wehrkreis officer training school in the town.

The 1/157 IR the regimental reserve, sent Company C north into the

gap between the 2nd and 3rd Battalions against heavy sniper fire.

The attack halted at dark as companies tied in to the flanking

units for the night.

While the attack within the bridgehead was in progress.

otner soldiers of the regiment cleared the last resistance in tne

NilKheim salient in the town of Lelder.4 With the salient

ciearec. Company A. 120th Engineer Combat Battalion repairea zne

approacnes ana the planking on the floor of the railroaa oriage to

improve the trafficability. An interesting find during the 0ay was

tne discovery of a warehouse full of liquor, which was aistributea

througr•out the division.'"

Meanwhile the rest of the 45th Division was moving to the

river. The division CP became operational at 1545 hours in the

town of Gross Ostheim. where it was joined by the CPs of the
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division artillery and the 645th TD Bn (Figure 11).4" The other

infantry regiments of the 45th ID moved to the M~in River. Tne

179th IR arrived first and sent 3/179 IR and then the 1/179 IR

across the railroad bridge to clear Obernau and occupy the hign

ground to the east of the river tying in with the 157th.

As the 45th ID consolidated on the Main River the Germans

were increasing their Investment of men and materiel In the defense

of Aschaffenburg. By 1200 hours the X reported to

S that it had positive contact with the 256 VGD, UA, ýiE

MD ana the 416 ID.f" Although the Germans were rapidly becoming

outnumbered, they still had some 5000 combatants defending in a

city that was increasingly becoming rubblea by artillery, aerial

Dontming and ground attack.

While the defenders fought resolutely against the 157tn IR.

the military and political leadership of KKA took steps to clarity

the role of every person in the fortress. To remove any douot as

to wnat lay in store for the city two proclamations were issuec.

one oy the Kreisleiter (County Leader) and one by the

KamDtkommandant. That published by Kreisleiter Wohlgemutn. no

doubt with the concurrence of Gauleiter Hellmuth in Wurzburg.

ordered mothers, the very young, the very old, and the sick out of

the town. It said in part:

Whoever remains In the city belongs to a
oattlegroup which will not know any selfishness.
Out will know only unlimited hatred for this
cursea enemy of ours. They will know only
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complete sacrifice for the Fuehrer and the
nation. Day and night we wlll work. We will
commit all our power to do the enemy the
greatest possible damage because we know that
Germany will live If we are prepared to give our
lives.4 -

There nac been scattered reports of civilians fighting with the

W along the Main River front, and It is the attitude

expressed in this proclamation that explains the increased use ot

civilians in the defense. 4 ' At this point of the war the term

civilian can really only be applied to the very young, very oia ana

females, because virtually everyone else was either in the army or

in some quasi-military organization of the Nazi Party deputized roc

the oefense of the Fatherland. With the official sanction of tne

Party those who were able started moving out of the city to small

towns and the farming villages in the Spessart Mountains." Local

Aschaffenburg historian Dr. Alois Stadtmueller relates that of a

pre-war population of 38,000, only some 3500 civilians livea in tne

ceilars of the destroyed city throughout the battle.•"

Major Lambertn, the Kampfkommandant. also issued a

prociamation addressed to 'Soldlers. Men of the Voissturm.

Comraces':

The fortress of Aschaffenburg will be aefendea
to the iast man. As long as the enemy gives us
time we will prepare and employ our troops to
our best advantage. This means fight. build
barriers, erect dugouts, get supplies! As ot
today, everyone Is to give his [sic) to the
last. I order no one shall rest more than three
hours out of twenty four. I forbid any sitting
around or loafing. Our belief is that it is our
mission to give the cursed enemy the greatest
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resistance and to send as many as possible of

them to the devil. 5 0

As a veteran comoat leader Lamnerth was aware of the sense of

Napoleon s aphorism that In war the moral is to the physical as

three is to one. He was removing all doubt as to the fate of tne

garrison. Whether they fought for their homes, for the fatherland

or out of fear of the SS and the Party, the defenders of

Aschaffenourg would fight. As if to reinforce the point. curing

the night he received a teletype message from OKW ordering Festun

Ascnattenourg to "fight to the last cartridge. 5'

During the night the opposing sides traded mortar fire. smaai

arms fire, and probed each other's lines. In activities elsewnere

affecting the oattle, the 16th ID southern flank was tnreatened oy

crossings of the Main oy the 3rd Infantry Division in the vicinity

of Obernberg and Kiingenberg, and the fall of Hanau to the 26tn

.nrancry Division jeopardized the rignt tianK ot • oy criving

Dack tne 25 .-

?reiininacv Anaivsis

As in all analysis an appreciation of the situation depenos

on perspective. On the American side. the commanders ot tne

Seventh Army and XV Corps were pleased. Two days after oreaKing

out from the Rhine bridgehead the next significant Darrier was

oreacned. Two divisions, the 45th ID and the 3rd ID. held

oridgeneacs on the east bank of the Main River and were advancing.
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although resistance was stiffening. The German's Seventh Army ana

L conmmanders were less sanguine. They had stopped the

hemorrhaging of the front, but could not be optimistic about the

future.

What does a closer look at the situation reveal? The

American tight now belonged to the 45th Infantry, a veteran

division participating in its fifth campaign. The mission was

clear, Ascnaffenourg was to be invested and reduced. As the Allies

drove east for a link-up with the Russians the objective now oecame

the flflmacS, and any other concentrations of Nazi power. it

oecame apparent that Aschaffenburg was both a military and a

nolitical objective, military because of its garrison, political as

a seat of Nazi power resisting American military mignt. After the

failure of a bold attempt at a c.oup 6e main during their first fuli

cay at the city. the veteran leadership of the division saw the

necessity for a reduction in detail as time-consuming and costiy.

The Americans had material superiority, out a case can oe

mace for tne superiority of will of the Germans. At thit point

ooth sides could see that the war was almost over. and the

Americans resented the stubborn resistance of the defenders ot

Ascnatfenourg. A press release from this time captures the mood.

Our own troops nave never been more bitter anout
a singie action, despite their participation in
tive campaigns. Thunderbird troops, realizing
the futility of German defense. were never so
anxious to clear a town as they were to wipe out
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this garrison that has cost them so many

casualities.53

Even granting that the correspondent was overstating the case to

get his dispatch printed, the passage above indicates a reticence

to close with the enemy, while at the same time an acceptance of

the necessity of doing so. This attitude hardened as the hattie

progressed.

Compare this mindset with the 'fight-to-the-last-cartridge"

attitude of the Germans. A Zuehrer directive making the city a

comoat comnand. an order to fight to the last man, and

proclamations exhorting the population to greater efforts were

having their effect. The Germans were capitalizing on the only

reai strengtn they possessed. their will.

But often will is not enough. With superiority of armor,

artiiiery ana air support on the side of the enemy, the defenders

aia have strengths. They had a sophisticated defense, terrain tnat

torcea tne attacker into frontal assault, troops who knew the

terrain, the suoport of the population, a resupply and replacement

iinK to the interior of the Reich, a well-tested city comoat

doctrine, and an effective messenger system linking strongpocift to

strongpoint.

However, in the final analysis, as they started the fit:n

day of tite aesperate fight for the city. the Germans were at a

disadvantage. The Problems are summarized by the commander ot the

41Je Division who explained poor Wehrmacnit performance
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as thne result of: constant revision of orders which overtaxed

staffs and confused commanders; primitive command and control

mechanisms because c& the lack of communications which enabled the

enemy to gain local tactical advantages; tactical inferiority

stemming from inferior forces, poor staffs and poor leaders; a lack

of reserves which eliminated tactical flexibility; enemy air

superiority which stopped daytime resupply and reinforcement: and

inadequate supporting arms for the Infantry. 5 4 The German concept

of Auftraastaktik, or mission-type orders, only works well wnen

ootn tne leaders and the led are trained to a standard witn a

common frame of reference. The level of training was so uneven

along the Main front that Auftragstaktlk would not work.

Day 5 - 29 March 1945

With US units in control of the high ground to the soutn ot

Ascnaffenburg the KKA strategy was to reinforce the soutnern

approaches. Elements of the garrison deployed on a line running

tnrougn Schweinneim west towards the river. The tacticai pian was

to Keep tne enemy off the high ground of Scnweinneim Hill wnich

separates the town from Aschaffenburg proper. Schweinheim was

becoming ruoDled, but the defenders capitalized on the destruction

oy constructing nasty fighting positions in the cestroyea

ouiiaings. The aefense of Schweinheim was becoming the

responsibility of ofticer candidates from the Reserve Officers

canadaate School in Bois-Brule Kaserne. 5 5  The aefenses of
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Scnweinneim were also tied to the 36 VQ in the local training area

running east through Hill 209 to Hill 347.

Despite the pressure of repeated local counterattacks in

Scnweinheim, by 0730 hours the Americans resumed their attacks: tne

2/157 IR north along the river and the 3/157 IR east into

Scnweinheim. The 2na Battalion attack inmndeiately bogged down and

it called for the medium tanks of B/191 TB to help clear out enemy

resistance with main gun and machinegun fire. Each house had to oe

reduced against a resolute defense. 5' In the Schweinneim sector

the 3/157 IR, with Company C from the 1/157 IR on its left flank.

attacked with two companies up and one back, reached the first

street by 0830 hours against the same determined resistance. The

fighting was house-to-house with reports of civilians fighting

alongside the W a. soldiers. 5 7  In Schweinheim the fighting

was so intense that Company L, attacking on the right across the

open tields into the town, lost all its officers ana 100 men of 18U

in rive minutes.", Once the attack stalled the Americans dug in

ana held on while artillery and mortars softened up the town.

Because of the strength of the resistance Colonel O'Brien.

tne regimentai commander, decided to commit his reserve oattation.

and following a ten minute artillery preparation by the 105am

howitzers of the 158 FA Bn. the 1/157 IR attacked in the gap

between the 2nd and 3rd Battalions. The division G-3 Reports tor

the period indicate that the fighting was difficult and the

progress was very slow throughout the day due to fanatical German
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resistance." As an indicator of the serious nature of the day s

engagements, the clearing station of the 120th Medical Battalion

supporting the 157 IR recorded its largest daily casualty count of

the battle on 29 March.-O To add weight to the assault, all

available guns were used to fire on the town. including the M36

tank destroyers of the 645th TD Bn. With one platoon of Company B

attached to each battalion of infantry, they fired harrassing fire

Into Scnweinheim, including 25 rounds at the steeple of the

Catholic Church in the center of the town which was being used as

an observation post.-'

Because of the character of the German defense the Americans

nad to clear each house and barn individually. As veterans of

nouse-to-house fighting in Italy and southern France the 157 iR was

proficient in the use of direct fire from heavy caliber weapons,

such as the 76mm gun on the M4A3 tank or the 90rmn gun on the new

M36 tank destroyer, to supress the defenders which could tnen oe

rusnec by a squad of infantry. It was tough, bloody fighting on

both sides. Not only were personnel casualties high. but A/i9l TB

lost two tanks because of P and artillery fire during tne

day.-z

As the 157 IR was locked in the struggle for Schweinneim the

rest of the 45th ID was preparing to conduct further operations.

Company A, 120th Engineer Combat Battalion was busy at the river

guarding the railroad bridge and preparing the banks for the

empiacement of a treadway bridge and the use of boats and rafts to
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expeaite crossing the rest of the division over the Main. For that

purpose the 831 and 832 DUKW Truck Companies were attached to the

aivision.-o The 179 IR continued its attacks against heavy

opposition from the 36 VGD in the area south of Schweinheim, while

the 180 IR moved across the river on the railroad bridge and tOOK

up Positions on the 179tn right flank for the start of the aivision

general attack planned for the next day.- 4 The final American

positions are seen in Figure 12.

The 29th was the second of the two days specified by

Kreisleiter Wonlgemuth for non-comratants to leave the city. and

many did so. The city administration worked to get all those lett

into air raid shelters where they could be supplied with oread and

water. The streets were deserted as American artillery shells

continued to rain down on the town. Civilian wounded and dead were

now adding to the medical and sanitation problems in the city.==

It was on this cay that Kampfkommananant Lamnerth demonstrated his

will to fight to the last man. In front ot a wine shop in the

center ot town ne hung a Wehrmacht lieutenant who had been

convicted of fannenflucht (fleeing the flag), i.e. desertion. The

officer's Ooay was left to hang with a sign warning death to aLt

traitors.- Such harsh treatment of a potential defender

iiiustrates the lengths to which Lamberth was willing to go to

prosecute the fight. His decision was encouraged by the otficers

of the SS Special Commission supervising the defense. It now

oecame apparent to the defenders that their leadership would stop
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at notning to defena the city.-7 During the day another order was

receivea from Q• directing the city to fight to the last

cartridge, further clarifying the situation for the city.

Other events served to Indicate the Increasingly hopeless

situation of KU. During the day the American 324th Infantry

Regiment of the 44th Infantry Division crossed the Main near Kahi

and Kleinostheim, not far downstream from Aschaffenburg. Having

already ueen pushed back from the Main near Hanau, the 256 VGD now

had an American penetration in the center of its sector. As a

precaution the I s set up a radio station in Aschaffenourg

to keep communications if the garrison was surrounded.-' While the

C commander struggled to counter the American attrition

tactics, he saw that he might have to pull back from the river,

thereby leaving the city's garrison Isolated.

Day 6 - 30 March 1945

The terrain most coveted by the Germans at this point was

the nigh ground to the south of the city which dominated tne

American Driagehead and the bulge. Capture of the wooded Eroig

wouic permit them to control the saddle between the Bischberg ana

the Eroig that was the US avenue of approach into Schweinheim. in

German hands it would make Schweinheim untenable. The capture of

the Eroig would also split the seam between the 157 IR ana the 179

!R, and isolate the 179 IR from its line of communication over the
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railroad bridge. Success in this endeavor was crucial to the

L• I X _Co.=Qrp. efforts to stabilize the Main River front.

At 0001 hours two battlegroups, based on the headquarters of

the 165 GR and the 87 QR, launched an Infiltration attack. The i6

R was to seize the Erbig and then the Bischberg, while the 87 R

would regain Obernau. The 165 GR Immediately fell on the soldiers

of K/3/157 IR in their night defensive position, pinning them down.

and bypassing them enroute up the hill. The 87 GR broke througn

American lines and made the woods east of Obernau. Once the ShocK

of the attack passed the American response was heavy and direct.

Elements of 1/157 IR, 3/157 IR and 3/179 IR counterattacked the

German penetration supported by tanks and heavy mortar and

artillery fire. The Germans continued the attack in several rusnes

at 0100 and 0320 hours, and by 0400 hours had a foothold on the

Erbig and were pushing across the saddle between the Erbig and the

Bischberg. The 165GR fought hard, but under attack by armor and

artillery eventually had to withdraw to the Erbig by 0830 hours.-

The 87 GR enjoyed limited success, but, it also had to withdraw.

Under tank-supported counterattacks both German regiments were

driven back to their jumping off points by 1200 hours with heavy

iosses.7ý

it was apparent to General Hahm of the LXIS Crps that his

situation was becoming untenable and that orders would nave to be

issued to pull back from the Main River line. Reports were

received during the day of the fall of the combat commands south of
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Aschaffenourg at Kiingenberg cnd Miltenbecg. Of four combat

commanas in his zone of action along the Main (Hanau,

Aschaftenburg, Klingenberg, Miltenberg) only Aschaffenburg was

still resistlng.71 Small packets of reinforcements from

anti-aircraft, artillery and service units were still arriving on

tne front, but they were not enough. The three divisions ot the

corps were all being slowly driven back from the river. The 5

ýLf was tenuously holding on to positions west of Hanau, out under

constant attack. The 3§ VGD was consolidating its positions in tne

forests and villages to the south of Aschaffenburg, but was being

steadily pushed back by the advancing American infantrymen. The

416ID in the south was also pushed back and at the end of the day

was eight kilometers from the river.

Throughout the day, as the 179 IR and the 180 IR continued

attaCKS to the east to flank the city, the 157th inched forwaro.

The Germans launched at least five company-sized counterattacks

that were repulsed with moderate American losses, but with

substantial German casualties. As the day progressed the

counterattacks become less determined. The Germans were raplaiy

approaching the limit of their ability to take even locai otfensive

action. The 2/157 IR continued its attack into the southern part

of Ascnaffenourg, with fighting so close that the defencers were

dropping nand grenades on the attackers from second story

windows.7• The 3/157 IR continued its push into Schweinhelm and.

against stiff resistance, reached the far side of the town on
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grouna level with the edge of Artillerie Kaserne in Aschaffenourg

proper. 3 By nightfall the Infantrymen of the 3/157 IR had split

the town in two, but continual German infiltration behind

previously cleared positions made holding the ground difficult. In

the early afternoon, in an effort to envelop the defenses of KK,

the 1/157 IR was ordered to attack on the right flank of the 3/157

IR to seize high ground to the south of Schweinheim. It CIO so

with only two companies because Company C was pinned down by mortar

and snali arms fire in its positions between the 2na and 3rd

battalions. The battalion gained a thousand yards against

effective resistance.7 4

We can see in these latest dispositions a recognition by the

Americans that the battle of attrition based on frontal assaults

was not working, and that the city was not going to be easily taken

by direct assault. Conditions were now right for an envelopment ot

the city. The 179th and 180th Infantry Regiments were outfianKing

the city to the south, driving back the Germans holding the

soutnern sector of MK. Moving the 1/157 IR from the middle of tne

US line to the southern flank shows an appreciation for the neea to

use the indirect approach of envelopment. This course of action

gave the Americans a chance to fight in wooded instead of urban

terrain, and the opportunity to seize high ground dominating the

Kasernes on Wurzourger Strasse. The fighting in Scnweinneim

foretold wnat combat would be like in Aschaffenourg itself. To

reduce the city without massive use of American life would taKe tne
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proper use of the available combat multipliers. The American

leadership aid not take long to use them.

On the German side, the failure to capture and hold the

ELrlg represented the last concerted German effort to prevent a

tactical envelopment of Aschaffenburg. The •LXXI.Co had

gambled and lost. Its most combat-worthy unit had failed to break

tne American hold on the east bank of the Main River. With the

German units to the south of the city weakened, the 45th ID was in

a position to execute the plan seen at Figure 13, where the 179th

and the 180th Infantry Regiments would sweep around the southern

flank of the city and envelop the defenses, thereby cutting off the

city from its life lines to the east.

For the Americans Aschaffenburg was difficult house-to-nouse

fighting. To improve the fire support available to the infantrymen

organizational changes were necessary. At 0700 hours LTC Doivin.

tne commander of the 191st Tank Battalion, ordered three platoons

of ligat tanks of Company D to mass in Schweinheim to support the

.-/157 1R. The 37nL1 guns and machineguns of the M5 tanks gave

excellent mobile firepower for infantry support.-.= These tanKs.

comoinea with the M4AJ Shermans of A/191 TB and the M36 tank

destroyers of 3/B/645 TD Bn already in support, made the

breakthrougn possible. While D/191 TB stayed with the 2/157 IR in

Aschaffenburg. A/191 TB accompanied the 1/157 IR in its mission to

gain the hign ground to the south and east of Schweinheim.
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The division took steps to increase the number of artillery

tubes available to provide suppressive and harrassing fire. To

augmnent the fires of the 45th ID Divarty (three battalions of 105mm

and one of 155mm) the division artillery of the 44th Infantry

Division, moving up in a quiet sector on the left flank, was

attached to the 45th ID. In addition, the 194th Field Artillery

Group (three heavy battalions) and the 173rd Field Artillery Group

(two battalions) were placed in general support.7° For the rest of

the oattle up to thirteen battalions (90 tubes of artillery) firec

in support of the Americans at Aschaffenourg. To this was aadea

"the weight of the 2nd Chemical Mortar Battalion (4.2") attached to

the 157th Infantry throughout the fight. For MA massed indirect

fire, in the words of a city admlnlstrator, "...played death and

destruction on the city."' 7  The American artillery fire was so

heavy tnat some German participants of the battle called it as

rapid as macninegun fire. The result of the incessant pouncing was

the gradual destruction of the city, with a concurrent reaucticii ot

the wili ot the defenders to fight.

Most of this Good Friday of 1945 was rainy ana overcast. so

much so that the U.S. Army Air Forces could not fly in support ot

operations. However, by 1800 hours the weather cleared ana the

P-47 Thunderbolts of the 64th Fighter Wing, flying from bases just

inside France, tlew eight sorties over the city dropping bombs anc

tiring rocKets on the city center."' But because of the closeness

of the belligerents to each other, most of the effect of these
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missions did not directly affect the tactical fight. The P-47s

could only fire .50 caliber machineguns in direct support of the

engaged troops because the front lines were so close to eacn other.

In the afternoon after consultation with the 5eventh Army

commander. General Hahm gave the order for a general withorawl of

the C from the Main River line."? This decision

recognizea the reality of the situation because at the time no

corps units remained on the river. It permitted a somewhat oroeriy

witnarawl to positions further to the east. Kampfkommandant

Lamoerth was intormed of this decision and that from this point on

he would be fighting as a true combat conmmand with no physical

contact with other German units. His mission was still to hold out

as long as possible. This is an excellent illustration of how tne

fighting strength of a military organization breaks down when units

are under two different headquarters with different missions.

L was suDordinate to Seventh Army with a mission to

defend in this part of the Reich. KUA, although located in tne

6eventn Army zone. as a combat command was under the direct oraers

ot QJW witn a mission to fight to the end. When C

troops pulled back XXA was isolated but not yet surrounded. its

oniy contact with W units was by phone and radio. This

iacK of unity of command left no doubt about the eventual tate ot

Festuna AscnattenourQ.

Though he was being abandoned by the LZ CoL22 Lamaerth

was still busy directing operations against the enemy. He
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continuea to capitalize on his real strength. the will of the

defenders, and published a newletter with the assistance of his

Nationaisozialistischer Fuehrungsoffizier (National Socialist

Guidance Officer) (NSFO), the political commisar attached to the

commanda.• 0  In addition to reprinting the M war bulletin for 28

March. the Aschaffenburcer Soldatenzeitung began with a quote from

Hitler on the necessity of continuing the struggle, but then

included an extraordinary editorial from the Mainfrankische Zeituna

entitled ORuhiL Blut!" (literally "Calm Blood") meaning "Keep

Calm.' The editorial called for calm and gave ways In which the

population could assist in defeating the enemy, but then mace an

unusual admission. Saying that it would be silly to deny that the

situation was grave, the author wrote that it was now time tor

Main-Franconia to pay the high price demanded of it. That Major

Lamoerth published this virtual admission of defeat is unusuai and

inaicatea a desire to prepare the population for the eventual

outcome. That it was done with the help of the Nazi Party shows

tnat even some elements of the Party saw life after Hitler.

Major Lamoerth's time was also occupied with more military

activities. With the withdrawl of the 36 VGD the southeri tI!-K

had to be reinforced and elements of Pionier Bataiiion 9 were sent

to the high ground to the south of Schweinheim. The Germans stili

held out nope that the crossing site .t the railroad bridge could

be interdicted. With the present American positions the bridge was

at the extreme range of the indirect fire weapons available to the
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aefenders. Repeated ground attacks towards the bridge had failed,

as nac several aerial attempts, including a try by a flight of two

ME-262 jet fighters. The most bizarre action was conducted by a

team of Krieqs2ari.n, frogmen who attempted to place a torpedo

against the sandstone center support of the bridge and bring it

down. Attempts during the nights of 29-30 March and 30-31 March

both 'ailed.""

As German resistance diminished more soldiers and civilians

surrendered to the 45th ID. Among the 465 captured by the division

on this date were many 16 and 17 year olds who were surly and

defiant.1 The Hungarian POWs said that Major Lamberth orougnt in

50 SS troops to enforce discipline and that the SS were to shoot

those who tried to escape to the American lines.1 By the ena of

the day the Americans had firm control of most of Schweinheim, were

pressing into southern Aschaffenburg. and held high ground on the

southwest of the city. They had suffered ten killed and over 30O

woundea. American unit dispositions at the end of the day are seen

at Figure 14.

During the day the 45th Infantry Division's parent unit. the

XV Corps. consolidated its hold on the Main River Line from the

ooundry with the Third Army's XII Corps near Kahl. In the

Aschaffenburg sector the 106th Cavalry Reconnaissance Squadron

relieved tne last element of the Third Army on the western sice of

Aschaftenourg. It reported no German forces on the western flank

of UA. Elements of the 114 IR (44th ID) held the left flank ot
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the 45tn ID on the west side of the river. The Main River was

secure for ten kilometers on each side of Aschaffenburg.a

Day 7 - 31 March 1945

The seventh day of the battle was a time of transition for

both sides. For KMA It was one of accomodation with the fact that

tney were on their own, and that the flight "to the last man" nad

begun. The C was withdrawing to the east and had lost

all contact with the forces in Aschaffenburg. KMA still controlled

a small part of Schweinheim. Gailbach to the southeast. Haibach to

the east, Hoesbach and Goldbach to the northeast. Damm on tfe

northern rim of the city, and Mainaschaff to the west. Within

these confines the battle would be fought to a conclusion in the

next four days. The Germans would fight resolutely for each meter

of ground inside an ever decreasing perimeter. They would be hit

with all the weapons of modern war that the Americans could muster.

but on balance. they would give as much as they received.

For the Americans it was a time of a gradual shift from

attrition to maneuver warfare. Throughout the rest of the fight

the 2/157 IR. in its battleground in the southern approaches to the

city center, remained as the anvil upon which all other tactical

movement compressed the enemy. It would never have the opportunity

to maneuver, only to slug it out toe-to-toe with the detenders.

The 3/157 IR. after clearing Schweinheim and moving on the

Kasernes. would conduct a sweep around the eastern part of the city
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pushing back the defenders into the center. To the 1/157 IR fell

the role of the hammer sweeping around the city from the south and

east to capture the outlying towns and drive the defenders against

tne 2nd Battalion anvil. The 157 IR would be assisted by the 324

IR attacking the city from the west. However, the events just

aescribed would only occur gradually over the next four days.

The 157th bridgehead was a busy place as DUKWs. ferries

ana smali boats were in use to supplement the railroad briage.6-

Starting at 0630 hours the 157 IR attack continued. The 1/157 IR

moved around the right flank of the regiment in a column of

companies. It slowly moved up the slopes of Hill 347, its efforts

supported by the 3/179 IR also attacking in that area towards the

town of Gailbach, which sits In a deep, narrow valley north of Hill

347. The 2/157 IR continued its assault into the industrial area

near the Sdlnj (South Railroad Station), while the 3/157 IR

with D/191 TB in support continued to mop up in Schweinneim. whicn

was cleared by 1700 hours.

All US ground combat actions during the day were supportea

by the 64tn Fighter Wing which flew 176 sorties in the division

zone. According to division records the air force dropped 100 tons

of oombs. iaunched 300 4.5" rockets and fired over 200.000 rounas

of .50 caliber ammunition on Aschaffenburg, Gailbach. Haibacn.

Goldbacn and other targets in the area. 6 7 The intense artiliery

shelling of the town continued. In addition to calls for fire in

direct support of the attacks, twice during the day the massed
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American artillery executed fire plans sending 400 rounds per

oattalion on selected targets in the city." The artillery was

accompaniec in its destruction by the new 105mm assault guns of the

191 TB which fired 120 rounds in direct support of the infantry.'

Until this day the city had sustained only moderate war

damage, but the combined effects of the artillery, the white

phosphorus shell of the 4.2" mortars and the air force

fighter-bombers increasingly turned the city into a heap of rubble.

The Schloss Johannisburo received an especially severe pounding as

it was an easily identifiable landnark in the city.

The defenders did not take the "AmP efforts lying down.•°

According to American counts, between 1000 and 1500 rounds of

mortar fire landed in Schweinheim during the day in support ot

local counterattacks, including 200 rounds in one fifteen-minute

period. At one point in the late afternoon two tanks rolled out to

engage the Americans in Schweinheim. The tanks, one German Mark VI

and an American M4 operated by the Germans. were destroyed.;' In

the air four ME-262 made brief passes over the city. The Germans

defended the city room-by-room, conducting heavy infiltration

oehina American lines, sniping at the attackers and forcing them to

secure again and again areas previously cleared. They took

excellent advantage of their knowledge of the city to move freely

aoout the rubble to resupply, reinforce anid generally meet the

American challenge.
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On the 31st both sides resorted to the written word in the

prosecution of the struggle. At noon the comnmander of the 157th

Infantry dispatched Captain Anse Spears, the regimental adjutant,

In an L-19 spotter plane to drop an ultimatum on the German

headquarters in the Shloss.'2 The purpose of the note, written in

German and addressed to the commandant of the City of

Aschaffenburg, is plain:

Your situation Is hopeless. Our
superiority in men and material is overpowering.

You are offered herewith the opportunity,
by accepting unconditional surrender, to save
lives and property of countless civilians. The
conditions of the Geneva Convention are assured
to you and to your garrison.

The following is requested immediately upon
receipt of this message:

1. The raising of the white flag on the
Engineer Barracks.

2. The sending of a delegation under a
white flag to the south end of the city, which
will be authorized to negotiate for the
conclusion of the capitulation of Aschaffenburg.

Should you refuse to accept these
conditions, we shall be forced to level
Ascnaffenburg.

The fate of Aschaffenburg is in your hands.

The commander of the Allied Troops."

Major Lambertn ignored the ultimatum and the fighting continued.

The Americans also dropped leaflets on the city addressed to the

German soldiers specifying the conditions under which they would be

kept prisoner if they surrendered., 4 Although it may have been

coincidental, as the battle progressed the number of prisoners did

increase.
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The defenders were continuing their own campaign to maintain

the will of their soldiers. During the day copies of the

Aschaftenburger Frontzeltuno began to appear. Published by the

Party instead of the Kampfkommandant, it was similar in content to

the Aschaffenbura Soldatenzeituna and also included references to

life after Hitler. But It stated "Nevertheless! We Believe! We

Fight! We Work!0 95  In it we can see the attempts to apply

poiitical pressure on the soldiers to fight on In spite of the

dreadful conditions they saw around them. Still, as the Germans

read the words they continued to fight.

Late in the afternoon 3/157 IR had cleared Schwelnhelm and

gotten on the high ground along Wurzburger Strasse. The first

obstacles in their path were Artillerie Kaserne on the south side

of the street, and Bois-Brule Kaserne across the street on slightly

higher ground. The kasernes were not built as fortresses P.er M

out they had been turned into formidable defensive positions by the

defenders. At about 1730 hours K/3/157 IR attacked ArtillerLL

Kaserne attempting to take it by couo de main. The attacK quiCKiy

Dogged aown and the infantrymen pulled back while artillery.

aviation and tanks softened up the area. The attackers were only

able to gain a small foothold on the kaserne before nightfall.

At the end of the day's fighting the Americans had cleared

Schweinheim. although continued infiltration was still a problem

requiring repeated mopping up. The 1/157 IR was still fighting its

way up the steep slopes of Hill 347 above Gailbach against stiff
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resistance. while on the other end of the American lines the 2/157

IR continued to slug it out with the defenders along the river.

The Germans still held all the kasernes and most of the city itself

out had lost 680 prisoners during the day to the Americans.;- The

plan to envelop Aschaffenburg was not yet a reality. On the city's

western flank the 324th IR was in the process of relieving the

106th Cav Recon Group west of the Main. The unit that would

envelop the city from the left was moving into place, leaving its

ist Bn on the west side of the Main while the 2nd and 3rd Bns

crossed it to occupy forward assembly areas on the east bank."

Figure 15 has the 45 ID alspositons at the end of the period.

Day 8 - I April 1945

On this Easter Sunday there was no joyous religious

celebration in Aschaffenburg. In the center of the city a Jesuit

priest said mass in the MaelzerkelLe, one of the shelters being

used by the defenders. 9 a American chaplains also held services in

honor of the Prince of Peace, however the symbolism was lost on

most parishoners.

During the day the Americans finally achieved some measure

of treeaom of maneuver and continued the envelopment of the city.

According to the commander of D/191 TB, this was to be done through

tMe use of field artillery, tanks and air power, to reduce American

losses.;' A German officer observed that the American infantry

simply walked behind tanks and field artillery, and that the
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infantry was invisible.'" 0 The American infantry did not feel

invisible but realized that such tactics took best advantage of the

overwhelming American superiority of artillery, armor, and

automatic weapons.

The key to the encirclement was the capture of the town of

Hainach on high ground to the east of Aschaffenburg. In the

morning the 3/179 IR cleared the northern end of Galinacn tnereoy

isolating that town from Aschaffenburg. It was through this gap

that 1/157 IR attacked across the rugged wooded hills and fields

towaras Haibach, which it cleared against light opposition. it

then occupied Hill 313 to the north.L°1 With an opportunity to

advance against light resistance the battalion continued the

attack. The battalion commander, LTC Ralph Krieger, ordered

Company B to attack in the direction of Goldbach, Company A towards

Hoesoach and Company C to follow and support.L02 The mission was

to capture the two towns and link up with 179 IR units sweeping in

a wider arch around the city. Moving steadily the battalion cut

the main rail and roaa links to Wurzburg and began the reduction ot

tne twin towns. Both were resolutely defended and the battalion

would not clear them until 1500 hours the next day. For the

Germans the damage had been done, the last line of communication

to the east was cut.

Before other American combat elements could take advantage

of the open flank to the east of the city the kasernes had to be

taken. The 3/157 IR which had secured a tenuous hold within
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Artilierie Kaserne the previous night prepared for the attack.

Starting at 0700 hours artillery fire was directed at the kaserne.

At 1300 hours Company K attacked but was driven back by heavy

machinegun and rifle fire. A second attack carried the buildings

after tanks had fired white phosphorous shells into the basement

windows to suppress the defenders. The attackers had to fignt

room-to-room to eliminate all resistance. They found that the

detenaers were some 100 men from three convalescent companies.'o1

The same process was repeated for Bois-Brule Kaserne across the

street ana by 1700 hours all resistance had ceased. There had been

heavy losses on both sides, every one of the defenders captured in

Bois-Bruie Kaserne being wounded. With the two eastern-most

Kasernes in American hands the other kasernes along Wurzburger

Strasse were in jeopardy. LTC Sparks, the 3rd Battalion comnnander.

now sent troops to the north clearing the high ground on the

eastern fringes of the city, flanking Lagarce and Jaeaer Kasernes.

After four days of fighting fanatical defenders they were now

advancing against light opposition.'0 4

The key to success in the 2/157 IR sector was Pionier

Kaserne, the home of Pionier (Engineer) Bjtillon 9. The kaserne

dominates Schweinheimer Strasse, the main road from Schweinneim to

Aschatfenourg. It had to be taken to permit an assault on the

southeastern section of the city. Just as in ArtiLLerie and

Bois-Bruie Kasernes, the defenders built strongpoints among the

tniCk-walled barracks and sighted machineguns to sweep the road ana
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the fields to the east. Its Achilles heel was the height of

Scnweinheimer Hohe, Schweinhelm Hill, overlooking the kaserne from

the south.

The 2/157 IR had the mission of seizing the kaserne and the

unit moved on it across open fields from the east and from high

ground on the south. Having learned in the assaults on the first

kasernes aiong Wurzburger Strasse, the attackers planned in advance

for adequate fire support. In addition to adjusted fire on enemy

concentrations, two M12 155mm "Long Tom" howitzers were driven up

Schweinheimer Hohe and sited to fire over open sights down on the

kaserne. As the infantry slowly fought their way into the barracks

and workshops of the kaserne area the "Long Toms" fired 100 rounds

in support.'10 Pionier Kaserne is much larger than any kaserne in

Aschaffenburg with more buildings. The Germans fortified each one

and the attackers made very slow progress. By 1500 hours only hailf

the kaserne was in American hands.10o

As on the previous day good weather brought the air force in

support of tactical operations. Eighty-two sorties were flown in

support of the 157tn. Directed very close to friendly troops.

aircraft of the XII Tactical Air Force dropped 45 tons ot bombs,

launcnea 200 rockets and fired 100,000 rounds of .50 caliber

macninegun ammunition on the Germans.''0 The aircraft were

directed to their targets by ground liaison officers and by field

artillery that fired marking rounds.'10 There was still plenty of

artillery available to the regiment. The 158 FA had four
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Dattalions reinforcing its fires and two more in general support.

Between noon and 1700 hours the massed artillery fired fifteen

"time on target" missions on Aschaffenburg.Lo5

The effect of this firepower was starting to make an Impact.

Prisoners surrendered in ever-increasing numbers. During the day

the regiment woula accept the surrender of 1037 enemy soldiers.LI"

Still. the artillery was at times ineffective because the defenders

went underground in the rubble, but the incessant pounding made it

impossible for the defenders to get any rest. Living In such an

environment undoubtedly affected the mental attitude of the Germans

and reduced their desire to resist. Food, water and ammunition

were In very snort supply as the American ground troops oattlea

their way into the kasernes. The results of the American efforts

occasionally were seen In concrete ways. At about 1500 hours in

the 2/157 IR sector the resistance seemed to break and an estimatea

300 prisoners surrendered. Many more were taken during the rest of

the day.''

The hopelessness of the situation was apparent to a ;,oup ot

German officers in Pionier Kaserne who went to their commander

saying tnat the city was lost and the kaserne ought to De

ananaonea.'"- Still willing to resist, the commanaer reported the

incident to Major Lamoerth who 'sentenced" them to service in the

front lines - just what they had been doing. This indicates a

cnange in the KamDfkommandant's attitude about the struggle. On

the 29th me executed an officer for desertion, but three days iater
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the situation had changed sufficiently for him simply to tell the

men to go Dack to work.

Although the level of resistance was decreasing, it was

still strong enough merit specific commnent in American accounts of

the oattle. The soldiers of the 157th characterized the fighting

is the toughest many of them had seen. A veteran soldier was

quoted in a United Press story as saying that he. "...fought in

Sicily. Salerno, Anzio and the Riviera, nut the hills near Cassino

is thne only place they handed it to us like this.''"" Even this

tate in the struggle some prisoners were reported as frenzied.

sullen and arrogant, still voicing a determination to tight to the

last man.11 4

As the 157th Infantry struggled in Aschaffenourg and to the

east, elements of the 44th Infantry Division were moving into

position on the western side of KA. By 0510 hours the rest ot the

324th infantry had crossed the Main at Seligenstadt and relieved

the 106th Cav Recon Group on the left flank of the 157 IR

sector.'1= At 0530 hours the 3ra Battalion. 114th Infantry moved

to the river in the vicinity of Stockstadt/Mainaschaff. securing a

ferry crossing site and relieving elements of the 45th ID Recon

Troop on the west side of the Main.,'- With the ferry crossing

secure the 1/324 IR moved northeast from the river and oy nignttali

nad taken up a blocking position northwest of Aschaffenourg,

tnereoy cutting off the city on that side for the first time. From
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that time until the city surrendered two days later it cut off

infiltration and exfiltratlon on the west and northwest."?

Screened by the 1/324 IR on Its left. the 2/324 IR attacked north

and then west towards Aschaff Creek. By nightfall the infantrymen

were battling the German troops in the western strongpoints of

UA.1` For the first time the city had American troops closing in

from the west.

The day ended with the attackers in control of two kasernes.

in partial control of one more, and with troops fighting in

Goldbach, Hoesbach and Mainaschaff. The Americans had experienced

their first full day of maneuver and the only part of "A not

encircled was the area to the north of the city. As the Americans

prepared for the next day's attack from the positions seen on

Figure 16 there were an estimated 800 Germans still resisting in

the city.'"'

Day 9 - 2 April 1945

As Easter Monday dawned in the beleaguered garrison ot

Aschaffenburg JýA was still resisting, but it was becoming more

difficult to put up an organized defense. As the Americans seized

more of the city its combat leadership became casualties or were

captured. Considering the quality of the troops available to Major

Lamnerth. a cadre of trained leaders was essential for continuea

organized defense. With the attackers isolating and eliminating

pockets of resistance the defense was becoming more disorganized.
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Source: U.S. Army, 45th Infantry Division, G-3 Report,
010001-012400A April 1945, CARL.
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On this ninth cay the defense became less a centrally-controlled

and unified military effort and more a contest by an armed rabole

with each man desperately fighting for his life. The hopeless

nature of the German position was reinforced when at about 1100

hours it became generally known that the political leadership of

the city had fled.12 0

Early on this Monday morning the two sister regiments of the

157th, the 179th and the 180th, started operations to assist in the

reduction of the fortress by clearing the eastern approaches to tne

city. The previous day XV Corps Field Order #24 directed the

division to shift its axis of advance from east to northeast. The

division implemented this by directing two regiments to the

northeast while the 157 IR continued to reduce Aschaffenourg.'"

As a result the 180 IR exchanged places with the 179 IR and oriefly

became the division reserve. At 0320 hours on 2 April 1945 it

occupied Gailoach. then attacked at dawn establishing roadlbocKs on

ali roads from Ascnaffenourg to the east. This further seaied the

city.,--

In the face of crumbling resistance the Americans continued

to execute the envelopment and reduction of the city.=l= Beginning

with a thirty minute artillery preparation the attackers jumped off

at 0630 hours.'-ý With Company C occupying Haibach. the rest ot

the 1/157 IR mopped up resistance in Goldbach and Haibach. In the

afternoon the battalion swung to the west cutting the roads to the

north of the city and linking up with Co. A, ist Bn. 324th Infantry
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at 1700 nours.'1 5  While the linkup of American forces was

occurring the reinforced 2/324 IR attacked Malinaschaff, scattering

moderate resistance and taking 120 prisoners. By 1850 hours the

town was clearea. 1-2 The city was physically surrounded, but

resistance continued to be strong. 1 2 7

The reduction of the rest of Pionier Kaserne continued. The

estimated 400 remaining defenders were under constant attack

including 155n5n rounas fired in direct fire at enemy

strongpoints.'12 The situation became critical for the defenders

ana between 1000-1100 hours a large group of defenders exfiltratea

from the kaserne.'L' At about 1530 hours the last strongpoint tell

and the Americans were in control of this vital installation. With

the capture of Pionier Kaserne the backbone of the defense in the

southern section of the city was broken. In the words of one

regimental history of the battle, the 2/157 IR was now able to

conduct a M... slaughter of the retreating Germans.""lu By

nightfall the battalion was able to make its way Into the center of

the city in bitter room-to-room fighting. Late in the aay they

were assisted by Companies I and L from the 3rd Battalion.

The 3/157 IR took Lagarde and Jaeger Kasernes auring the day

in hara fighting while capturng many prisoners. Its Company K

flanked the eastern suburban area and established nighttime

positions in the Fairie, a wooded park reaching into the heart

of the city.1 3 1 On the city's western front the 2/324 IR continuea

its attack and by 1900 hours the bunker complex on Hill 214. the
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Kappellenberg, between Mainaschaff and the western fringe of the

city. was in American hands."1 2

After holding out for nine days the Germans were paying a

high price for their defense of Fortress Aschaffenburg. They

withstood another day of incessant artillery and aerial bombardment

(48 sorties flown) and were still putting up a determined

resistance. but they lost vital defensive ground and the confines

of KU was reduced to the area around the Schloss in the center of

the city. The Americans captured 1117 prisoners during the day

bringing the total taken from the city to over 3000."13 By the end

of the day the American troop dispositions were as seen at Figure

17.

Day 10 - 3 April 1945

The Americans sensed the battle for Aschaffenburg was almost

over and planned for its culmination. The previous day, to

expeaite the traffic over the river, A/120 Eng Cbt Bn had

constructed a Class 30 Stringer Bridge a kilometer down river trom

the railroad briage.'2 4 This provided for two-way traffic, and

many units, including several headquarters, crossed the Main.

Following a short artillery preparation the 157 IR began its

attacks for the day between 0630 and 0700 hours. However, at 0720

hours the units were directed to hold in place as surrender

negotiations took place., 35 Major Lamberth had been in contact
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Figure 17

Source: U.S. Army, 45th Infantry Division, G-3 Report,
020001-022400A April 1945, CARL.
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with G Hellmutn, the Reichs Defense Commissioner in

Wurzourg, and other civilian and Party leaders about conditions in

the city. Lamberth told Hellmuth during the night of 2-3 April of

tne Impending American takeover of the city.""

At 0700 hours Lamberth sent the leader of his 7th Vlkssturm

Company escorted by an American captured on Easter Sunday to the

American lines requesting surrender terms. Colonel O'Brien. the

157th Infantry Regimental commander, rejected negotiations and

directed tne emissary to tell his comnander to hang white flags

trom the towers of the Schloss by 0800 hours or the attacks would

continue."'7 To insure the messege got through and to assist with

any oeta ils, Colonel O'Brien sent two German-speaking POW

Interrogation Officers (IPWs) back with the delegation. They were

to bring Major Lamberth back to regimental headquarters where he

would surrender.

Upon reaching the Schloss Lamberth informed the Americans

that he would surrender, but not to officers of inferior rank (bomn

of tne American IPWs were lieutenants). Colonel O'Brien directed

LTC Sparks, the nearest battalion commander, to go to the Schloss

and accept the surrender. At 0900 hours Major Lamoertn surrendered

his command to LTC Sparks. For the next few hours, escorted oy tne

IPWs. he travelled around the city to the various remaining

strongpoints supervising their surrender. Finally he was taken to

regimental headquarters to surrender again to Colonel O'Brien ana

go into captivity.
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At 1300 hours on 3 April 1945 the city of Ascnaffenburg was

declared cleared by the 157th Infantry and by nightfall the unit

was assembled in the towns of Goldbach and Hoesbach awaiting

turther orders.

The Oberkommandos des Heeres (Army High Command) daily

announcement for 3 April 1945 included the statement:

Aschaffennurg gine verloren.
(Aschaffenburg Is given up for lost.)"'

After The Battle

Following the battle the civilian adminlstration was kept In

place until the US Military Government could begin disnantling the

Nazi regime and start the de-Nazificatlon program. By 7 April the

provisional military admlnistratlon was replaced, and US Military

Government Detachment HIA3 took over the city from the National

Socialist government. On 14 April Jean Stock. the leader of the

Social Democratic Party in pre-Nazi Aschaffenburg was installed as

the Oberourgermeister (Lord Mayor).'"

The post-war period is beyond the scope of this study. but

some oasic information illustrates the character of the struggle.

During the battle the city was 70% destroyed, with military

casualties estimated in one German source at 1600 killed or wounded

and 3500 POWs.1 4 1 Of the estimated 8500 German military and

civilian participants present in the city during the battle this

represents a 60% casualty rate. American casualties are also
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olffilcult to estimate, but probably exceed twenty killea ana 300

woundea. The impact on the Americans who fought in AschaffenDurg

Is best summarizea bY a sentence that appeared In the 45th Infantry

Division's Operations Sumnary for April 1945:

It a chart were composed representing resistance
in Aschaffenburg at i00 percent, by analogy
Bamberg woula oe asslgnea 25 percent, Nuernberg
75 percent ana Munich 10 percent.' 41
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., M, "Zwel SS-Offizlere schrieen lauthal herum.
Lamberth sass recht deprimiert da und sagte kein Wort" (NWith) Two
SS Officers yelling loudly, Lamberth was depressed and did not say
a word), 76 (30 March 1985). In this article a soldier who worker
in the garrison headquarters writes that Lamnberth was berated by
the SS and the Party whenever he had to make a decision. In an
article in the 5 December 1949 Main Echo about the hanging there is
also a statement that Lamberth was drunk at the time he made the
decision. probably not unrealistic considering the pressure under
which he was operating at the time.

"von Ingelhelm, OLXXXII Corps," 11.

Kleikamp, "36th Volks Grenadler division," np.

von Ingelheim, 'LXXXII Corps," 12.

"71Dr. Alois Stadtmueller, Mainaebiet und Spessart im Zweiten
Weltkriec, (Aschaffenburg: Geschichts- und Kunstverien
Ascnaffenourg e. V., 1983), 363. The designation of KampfKonmnnan9
did not add much to the will to resist as those in the Main-Franken
region fell in succession, Hanau (28 March), Miltencerg and
Kiingenberg (30 March), Gelnhausen (U April), Marktheidenfeld (2
April), Lohr and Aschaffenourg (3 April), Wurzburg (5 April).
Karlstadt and Hammelburg (6 April). Of these only Hanau, Wurzburg
ana Aschatfenourg. the largest cities. fought for more that a cay.

- 45 ID. "Operations," 20.

' History of the 157th Infantry Regiment, 152. There are
five kasernes (barracks) in Aschaffenburg: Pionier Kaserne along
Schweinheimer Strasse, the main street from Schweinheim to
Aschaffenburg, and Artillerie, Bois-Brule, Lagarde ana Jaeger
Kasernes from southeast to northwest along Wurzburger Strasse, the
main street into the heart of the city.

45 ID, "Operations," 20.

-= Henaerly. "Operations of Company D," The movement ot
armored vehicles behind the lines was possible because of tne
undulating terrain and the German's lack of anti-tank guns.
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U.S. Army. 45th Infantry Division Artillery, "After Action
Report. March-April 1945," CARL, entry for 30 March. The 158th FA
Bn was in direct support to the 157 IR, from the 44th ID Divarty
they got the 217th FA Bn and the 156th FA Bn (both 105m), the
220th FA Bn and the 157th FA Bn (both 155m), the 194th FA Group
supplied the 697th FA Bn (240mm howitzer), 989th FA Bn (155mm guns)
and the 999th FA Bn (8" howitzer, a colored unit), the 182nd FA Bn
and the 961st FA Bn (both 105m) from the 173rd FA Group. At
times, starting on 30 March, up to thirteen battalions of artillery
of all calibers fired in support of the 157 IR operations.

"7 M, "Hundert Geschuetze." In this article
Staatamtmann Geiger tells of the struggle to maintain city services
in support of the few civilians left In the city and their military
defenders.

7 Henderly, 'Operations of Company D." 12. According to jr-
Force Comnat Units of World War II (M. Maurer. ed. Washington:
Govt. Printing Office, 1961) the elements of the 64th Fighter Wing
were stationed near Nancy, France, until 31 March ana then moved to
Endenkoben, Germany, on 1 April.

7 Stadtmueller, Aschaffenbura im Zweiten Weltkrieg, 268.

10 Aschaffenburger Soldatenzeituna, Folge (edition) 2,
Freitag, den 30 Marz 1945. Stadt- und Stiftsarchiv Aschaffenburg.
This two-page newsletter was typewritten and mimeographed for
distribution to the troops.

81 Hans Reinthaler, "Der Kampf um Aschaffenburg. Das

Unternehemen der Kampfschwimmer" (The Battle Around Aschaffenburg.
The Undertaking of the Battle Swimmners), M, Freitag, I
April 1955, 4. The Germans tried to repeat earlier success.
A similar team had blown up a sea lock at Antwerp and delayed
Allied use of the port. They had tried at Remagen and failed, but
would try again. A team of four frogmen. led by a holder of the
Knignt's Cross. using an explosive-filled torpedo, planned to swim
upstream to the bridge with the device. On the first night tney
could not get the torpedo over the wreckage of the Manuc
across the river in the center of town. One the second night tney
were spotted by the Americans, mortar fire was brought down on the
party whicn detonated the torpedo. The swimmers were killed.

45 ID, "Operations," 20. The 157 IR captured 30 POWs in
Scnweinneim.

,", The Fightina Forty-Fifth, 165. Troops of the Xi1I SS Corps
were fighting on the K"A left flank in Mainaschaff, and this is
perhaps wnere these soldiers came from. Among the many foreign
nationals in Aschaffenburg were some fifty Hungarian soldiers who
probably served in SS formations.
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157 IR. "Transmittal of Unit History," 45 ID Museum, 12.

U.S. Army, XV Corps, "Actions Against Enemy. Reports After,
1-31 March 1945." 1 June 1945, CARL, 88.

" 45 ID, "G-3 Reports, March," 32. A/120 Eng Cbt Bn was busy
guarding the bridge, improving the roads in the area, sweeping for
mines, clearing booby traps, removing roadblocks and other engineer
support tasks.

Ibid., 31.

45 ID, "Historical record, 158th FA Bn," 4.

= Ibid., 4. These were M4A3 tanks mounting 105mm guns. tnere
were six in the battalion.

"0 "Ami" is a slightly derogatory German slang term zor
Americans.

•' U.S. Army, Seventh Army, "G-2 History, Part Eight (1-31
March 1945)." CARL. 31 March, 1. Several sources mention the
tanks, which apparently appeared around 1500 hours and were
destroyed by 1630 hours. According to Henderly the German tank hac
no oil in the crankcase and apparently was operated by untrained
personnel. The Sherman (a picture appears in Photo 151 of
Aschaffenburg im Zweiten Weltkrieq) was probably captured from tne
4tn Armored Division in Schweinheim early in the battle. To
distinguish it as a German tank it had Iron crosses painted on the
sides. It was knocked out by a tank destroyer from 2/B/645 TD Bn.

"45 ID, "Operations," 21.

"Copy of the original in the author's possession. The
original is in the Stadt und Stiftsarchiv in Aschaffenourg.

;- Stadtmueller. Ascnaffenburg im Zweiten Weitkrle . 274 and
Photo 157. Entitled Die Nuechterne Wahrheit ueoer
Krieasaefangenshaft (The Sensible Truth About tbeing] a Prisoner ot
War). it describes in detail the conditions under whiCn prisoners
are held. stressing the Geneva Cc iention, the ability to write
four letters and four postcards a month, medical treatment. and
other benefits ot surrendering. For soldiers fighting in the wet.
coid March of 1945. being an American POW may have had its
attractions.

"-= Aschaffenburaer Frontzeitunq (Aschaffenburger Front
Newspaper), no date, but probably 31 March 1945, Stadt und
Stiftsarchiv Aschaffenburg. This remarkable two-page paper was
published by Kreisleiter Wohlgemuth. It is a much more
protessional job than the Soldatenzeituno published by the Army.
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It was typeset in gothic script in the format of a newspaper and
printea on a press. Its political cormnentary is just as astounding
as the Soldatenzeituna, mentioning that the Soviets and the
Americans have the superiority of men and materials, and that
rivers are not the barriers the Germans thought they were. While
discussing the destruction to the city it relates, "In spite of
that there will be life again in beautiful Aschaffenburg. We will
rebuild."

45 ID, "Operations," 21.

U.S. Army, 324th Infantry Regiment, "Narrative Report.
324th Infantry for Month of March 1945," Record Group 407, National
Archives, 10.

P Mi "Hundert Geshuetze." City Administrator Geiger
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Ibid. The TOTs were eight battery 1559. three battery 240s
and four battery 8"s. Twenty-two more missions were fired during
the night.

11- U.S. Army, 45th Infantry Division, "Operations of the 45th
Infantry Division, 1-30 April 1945," 28 May 1945, CARL, 2.

"1 45 ID. "G-3 Report," 1.

Mi E , "Die Rebellion in der Pionierkaserne," 74 (1
April 1970). In the late afternoon Colonel O'Brien, the American
regimental commander, sent a note into the kaserne carried by a
German soldier under a white flag, establishing a truce from
1800-1830 hours. During this time any German soldiers who wanted
to could approach American lines and surrender. There were no
takers (Stadtmueller, Aschaffenburq Im Zweitsn Weitkrieg, 282-4).

113 45 ID, "The Story of Aschaffenburg," 8. The quote appears
in a digest of caoled or broadcast news items sent to the US on 3
April 1945. The United Press dispatch quotes a PFC Melvin Prigg,
and although it does not specify, PFC Prigg probably is responsible
for the portion of the quote that begins "but in the hills...."

'11 Ibid., 4. The stories in this digest of news reports
undoubtedly reflect the situation during the battle, but they also
reflect an understandable bias toward the enemy and seem to be very
overwritten.

Lis Combat History of the 324th Infantry Reoiment, (Baton
Rouge, LA: Army & Navy Publishing Company, 1946), 101.

11, U.S. Army, 114th Infantry Regiment, "Regimental History.
114th Infantry, April 1945," 1 May 1945, Record Group 407. National
Archives, 2.

I-- Comnat History of the 324th." 101.

Stadtmueller, Maingebiet und Spessart." 387.

''• 45 ID, "The Story of Aschaffenburg," 6.

tiiMaln Echo, "Hundert Geshuetze." At the same time in orcer
to prepare for the end the city administration hung a white flag
and the Red Cross tlag outside the cellar where it was iocatea to
announce to the Americans the non-combatant nature of the business
in its particular cellar.

'L' 45 ID, "Operations." 2.
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im George A. Fisher, The Story of the 180th Infantry
Regiment, (San Angelo, TX: Newsfoto Publishing Co. 147), Chapter
10. 15.

12 XV Corps, "Actions Against Enemy,' 5. This was especially
noticable in the reduction in the number of mortar and neoelwenrfer
rounds fired at the Americans.

144 158th FA Bn, 'Historical Record,' entry for 2 April. From
0900-1200 hours the 158th, reinforcing and general support units
fired 500 rounds in TOTs and observed fire missions. Several
thousand rounds of artillery of all calibers from 105,m to 240mm
were fired at Aschaffenourg. A witness to the artillery
operations, now a barber for the US Army in Aschaffenburg, but then
a smail boy, told the author that he saw the Americans bring up a
train full of artillery rounds and, to his amazement. fire it all
up.

", U.S. Army, 324th Infantry Regiment, "Narrative Report,
324th Infantry, Month of April 1945," 9 May 1945, Recora Group 407.
National Archives. 2.

' Ibid., 2.

45 ID, "G-3 Report, 2 April 1945." 1.

1' 45 ID. 'Operations.' 3.

Staatmueller, Aschaffenburg im Zweiten Weltkriea, 287.

History of the 157th, 154.

' 45 ID, "Operations," 3.

Stadtmueller, Aschatfenburo Im 2weiten Weltkrie . 291.

'- 45 ID. "Operations." 2. The total division POW count tor
the day was 1222. These 45 ID figures do not incluce those taken
by the 44th ID on the west. The unofficial history of the 114th
Infantry Regiment, With the 114th in the ETO states on page 105
that the prisoners taken at Aschaffenburg "reached staggering
heights." The book also comnents on the polyglot nature of the
German so!d-ie:z =n :!,,ilians captured.

1 45 ID, 'G-3 Reports,' 2.

1J U.S. Army, ist Battalion, 157th Infantry. "Unit Jopurnai.
1-7 April 1945," Record Group 407, National Archives. Additional
information for the account is taken from a copy of letter dated 31
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Sparks. and from Dr. Stadtmueller's book on the city during the war

which is based on interviews with German participants.

la Stadtmueller, hschaffenburg Im Zwelten Weltkreig, 300.

137 Ibid., 300-1.

La Ibid., 269.

'L Ibid., 351. Stock spent most of the war In a concentration
camp in western Germany. The Military Government Detachment was
commanaed by a major with a first lieutenant deputy. The first
occupation troops came from the 2nd Battalion, 393ra Infantry, 99th
infantry Division (Stadtmueller, Aschaffenbura nach dem Zweiten
Weltkrieq, Ascnaffencurg: 1973, 20).

&40 Main Echo, "Um 9 Uhr kapltullerte Aschaffenburg," 76 (3
April 1970). The author of the article admits that the numbers are
imprecise. The 45th ID Operations Summary estimates: 1500 killeo
ana wounded, 2941 prisoners, 39 prisoners evacuated through the
45th ID clearing stations, 202 wounded prisoners in hospitals in
the city. for a total of 4682. An article in the Main Echo on 20
January 1948 gives the totals then known for the entire war:

Dead 1250
Missing 1700
Prisoners of war 1700
Victims of Allied bombing 900
Deported Jews 450
Displaced persons in the city 4000
Evacuated 26800 (20000 have returned)

45 ID, 4Operations," 1.
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CHAPTER FIVE

CONLUSIONL

General

This study describes the struggle for the Main River city of

Aschaffenburg in March and April 1945 at the close of World War Ii.

and provides an answer to the question, "Why did it take the

Americans ten days to capture the city?" It suggests that tne

answer to the question lies in German political and military

organizational advantages on the one hand. and certain initial

American operational shortcomings on the other. In summary the

Germans came to fight and the Americans did not. This chapter wiii

examine wny this was so.

Before the thesis question can be answered a preliminary

point must be addressed. Was ten days exceptional? Yes it was.

When compared to other Main River cities, the ten days it took the

Americans to reauce Aschaffenburg stands out. With a similar ratio

of forces engaged it took four days to take Hanau (sJightiy snalier

than Ascnatfenourg), and five days to subdue Frankfurt (twelve

times as large). Therefore by comparison Ascnaffenburg resistea

much naraer than its neighoors.'

Anotner fundamental question is "Who Won?" Clearly the

Americans achieved tactical victory, but in one sense the Germans

aiso won. By holding up the American juggernaut for ten days
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Kamptkommando Aschaffenourg (UA) may have .servea Its purpose in

the eyes ot WKW. Surely a force of 5000 men deployed in any other

manner wouic not have inflicted an equal number of casualties or

siowea the American timetable of conquest as well. 2 The attacker

won. out at a high cost in casualties, resources and time. In

spite ot being destroyed in prolonged combat, XKh accomplisnea its

mission of aelay.

Ascnaffenburg represents the last half year of the war in

Europe in microcosm. In the course of the war things had come fuii

circle ana the Germans. like the Poles and French in 1939 ana 1940.

were fighting from fixed positions against overwhelming mechanizea

power.- But the Germans. unlike the Poles and the French, put up a

spirited aefense assisted by the accumulated combat experience of

six years of war.

Environmental Factors

The environment at Aschaffenourg favorea the detencinf

Germans. They were behind a river barrier with the city craotec in

nitiv terrain so that the attacker initially was forcea into

frontal assaults. Thus the terrain was partially responsible tor a

costly battle of attrition. Even the American's incredible luck in

capturing a bridge over the Main did not immediately aoom the

Germans oecause of the necessity of rooting out an entrenchea enemy

in urban combat. A case can even be made that the capture ot tne

oriaqe hurt the American efforts because its location so close to
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the city Degged for an immediate attempt at a frontal assault.

Erection of tactical bridging further upriver would have mace an

indirect approach more attractive. So the river location, the

city's position at the foothills to the Spessart Mountains. and the

uroan character of most of the defended terrain increased the time

required tor the Americans to take the city.

Other factors also contributed to the character of the

struggie. They can be grouped into operational determinants, tnose

aeaiing witn the tecnniques of employment of military forces. ana

oenavioral aeterminants. those dealing with the ways ot sustaining

comoat power curing employment.

Ooerattonal Determinants

In the operational arena, several factors relating to force

strengtn ana composition contributed to the excessive length ot tne

oattie. At tne beginning of the battle the attacking Americans

were outnumoerea Dy the defending Germans. and considering that tne

aerenaecs were in Preparea defensive positions, it is

unoerstandadie why the attackers did not seize the city oy a coup

ce main. It was not until the German C withdrew from

the Main River on the seventh day ot the battle that the Americans

acnieved superiority of forces at Aschaffenburg. The composition

ot tne torces initially favored the defenders. The Americans

reacned tne Main with armored and mechanized forces ill-suitea for

an assault on a stoutly-defended city. The Germans. as light
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infantry torces equippea with automatic weapons, regardless ot

aeticiencies in other categories of fire support, were able to hold

the American mechanized formations at bay. The militia-like

character of the German forces Initially assisted them in their

defense because everyone was employable for close combat. It was

not until the American infantrymen of the veteran 157tn Infantry

Regiment. witn massive fire support, took over the fight on cay

three that the force composition favored the attackers. Even

though the quality differential was with the Americans from the

start, it was not sufficient to overcome the Inherent strengths of

the aezencer and greatly shorten the fight. It has been said that

the German Army in World War II, especially its infantry, was

accustomed to fighting short of men, material and equipment. The

circumstances at Aschaffenburg, while certainly aire. were not

unprecedentea. 4

the manncr of force employment had a direct affect on tne

outcome ot the struggie for Aschaffenburg. Before the battle tne

Qermans reii oack to the defensible terrain of the Main River.

Especiaiiy arouna Ascnaffenourg. the existence of a 'combat

commana" fianKea by two volksarenadier divisions mace the aerensive

dispositions strong. Even taking into account the inherent

operational weaknesses of the understrength L LL.'Crps, to aereac

the Germans along the Main Front from Hanau to Miltenoerg requirea

more combat power than the Americans had available early in the

battle. For the Americans. although the Aschaffenburg oriageneac
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was important tactically as an entre into the Spessarts and beyona.

it was not operationally important. On the second day of the

oattie crossings were secured over the Main at Hanau and Frankfurt.

and others would be made later. By 1 April the Americans had

several ways to cross the river, so the part played by the Nilkheim

railroad bridge was less important in light of more promising

opportunities elsewhere. A case can be made that bypassing tne

city, cutting it off from reinforcement and replenishment, and

letting it wither on the vine would have been a viable option for

the Americans, But the Americans did attack.

The first American efforts at Aschaffenourg were

nalf-hearted, and for three days no determined effort was made to

capture the city. This can be explained in several ways. As the

Americans reacned the Main on 25 March the bounary between

Braciey's 12th Army Group and Dever's 6th Army Group split tne

city. Military units are reticent to encroach on eacn other's

territory, particularly if such an action will require a ditticult

rignt. The 4tn Armored Division. the first American unit to ceacn

tne Main. Knew that the boundry would change at 260001 March ana

that Aschaffenourg would belong to another unit. By that time they

also Knew that tne easiest way across the Main lay at Hanau anr not

Ascnaffenburg. It is understandable that after they launcned tne

hammeiDerg Raid during the night of 26-27 March the 4th AD

retrencnea and prepared for a change of mission. This American
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false start at the city gave the Germans additional time to

prepare, and therefore lengthened the fight.

The initial American forces available also added to the

iength of the fight. The suburbs of Obernauer Kolonie and

Scnweinneim were heavily garrisoned strongpoints. With the river

on the American ieft flank and the defended foothills of the

Spessarts on tneir right flank, a frontal assault was the only

course open to the attackers. This course of action was namperea

by insufficient strength to take the strongpoints by frontal

assault. It was not until the seventh day of tne battle that tne

Americans nad enough forces to fix the defenders and maneuver to

fianK the city. This finally was accomplished Jy elements of four

regiments, the 324th Infantry on the west and northwest, the 179tn

Infantry and the 180th Infantry on the east and northeast. ana a

battalion of the 157th Infantry in the north.

Regardless of the other operational factors that proiongea

tne struggle, the primary reason why the fight lasted ten aays was

tne variabies of urban combat. The battle of Aschattenourg

cemonstrates tnat a well planned defense, even if cut ort ana

iacKing air. armor and artillery, can consume inorainate amounts ot

an actacKer's time.- From the first day the neea to pry tne

aetencers from their positions mace for slow going. ana even after

tne city was cut otf from resupply and reinforcement. tne

nouse-to-nouse fighting demonstrated the difficulty of urban

combat. A review of several of the variables of urban combat as
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tney affectea Ascnaffenburg further serves to illustrate why tne

battle tOOK ten days.

Several things helped the Germans In their mission. rhe

city was a part of a prepared defensive line, and although the line

was in disrepair, the defenders of KK had been working on

improvements to the city's defensive posture since the previous

November. These physical preparations were enhanced by the initiai

lack of American iggressiveness. Several other variables furtner

contributed to the initial success of the defense.- The city was

big enough to force the attacker to take it a little bit at a time.

The heavy stone and brick construction of the buildings in the city

center facilitated the defense, resisting destruction from notn

direct and indirect fire. The American superiority in tire power

was mitigated somewhat by the ability of the old, closely pacKea

builaings to absorb punishment. To a point, the more the attackers

ruoolea the city, the more places were createa for the detenaers to

niae.

The pnysical arrangement of the buildings served to nultirv

mucn ot tne American force advantage. RegAraless of the size ot

tne force the attackers brought to bear, the layout of streets ana

Ouildings often dictated that only a small portion of that force

could be in contact with the enemy at any one time. This inaoiiity

to bring alt ot its torce into play neutralized the American

numerical superiority and slowed U.S. efforts. The German cause

was further assisted by the civilian population. During the
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closinG stages of the tight there were less than 3000

non-comoatants left in the city. They aided the soldiers and.

while it is unclear whether they took up arms against the attackers

(some certainly aid), their presence inhioitea the American efforts

as they tried not to harm unarmed civilians.

The tactics employed by the Americans were effective. out

city comnat is time consuming. The need to isolate an area. secure

a rootnola ano systematically clear it, combined with the aemanas

ot nandling wounded. POWs and civilians, slowed military

operations. Even the use of heavy caliber direct fire weapons cia

not substantially eliminate the need for infantry in detailea

nouse-to-house fighting. The Germans employed a strongpoint

defense and prepared their positions with enough care to make a

tight for each house, and In many cases each room. necessary. The

German tactic of re-entering "cleared" buildings was particuiary

troublesome for the Americans. Especially in SchweinneLm. tne

inability to eiiminate all resistance until I April postponed

rurtner American operations on the city from that direction. This

probably added a full day to the fight. The direct tire battle was

only one facet of the fight.

Thcouanout the battle the indirect fire edge went to tne

Americans. wno at one point had ninety tubes ot artiilery. pius

additional 4.2". 81mm and 60mm mortars, in support. This massive

weignt ot tire power demoralized and harrassea the defenders. as

weli as interdicted movement within the city. The German inaoiiity
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to adequately resupply. reinforce and evacuate grew more important

as the battle progressed. However, the defenders also used

indirect fire, expending in excess of three thousana rounds ot

mortar and n (multi-barrelled grenade launcher)

ammunition. In the absence of heavier fire support this fire

reaucea American effectiveness by slowing attacks and hindering the

repositioning of forces. The Americans had vast superiority in air

support, but air power had only a moderate impact on the tignt.

Because of the close proximity of the belligerents to each other it

was often aifficult to direct air support with the telling accuracy

required. A student of the battle is left with the impression that

unless airected to a more appropriate target. U.S. air forces

automaticaliy and persistently attacked the Schloss Johannisburo.

Behavioral Determinants

The fight for Aschaffenburg is another validation of

Napoieon's aphorism that in war the moral is to the materiai as

three is to one. The Germans made up with moral force what they

iacKea in material force. Three components of that morai torce are

examinea here: will. leadership and morale.

The battle for Ascnaffenburg provides evicence that the

Wenrmacnt disintegrated from the top down and not the bottom up.

Compared to the forces that overwhelmed France in 1940. the

individual German soldiers and their imnediate superiors were still

conesive and willing to fight when the military and political
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ecneions aoove them were In disarray. The reasons for this

strengtn of will are complex but Aschaffenburg offers some

explanation.

On the highest plane the will to continue the fight can be

attributed to a sense of duty, a conviction that as a German

fighting man each soldier was bound to defend the Fatherland

against an alien enemy. This basic conviction was reinforcea by a

faith in Hitler. It is difficult In our time to understand the

affinity for the Fuerher felt then by most Germans. The morai

oanKruptcy of the Nazi Ideology and its state policy were apparent

to the solaiers of Aschaffenburg, yet the need to believe in

something strengtnenea the defender's will to resist. Whether it

was a aesire to fight for Hitler, or a realization that there was

notning else to lo-.e. the result was the same. A longstanaing

teutonic martial tradition undoubtedly assisted in strengthening

the collective will to resist. Any analysis of the events of 1•45

are colored by our knowiedge of the result. in that fateful Spring

tne aefenders of Kampfkommslndo Aschaffenbur (KKA) aia not yet know

tne outcome and trom all evidence still believea in victory ot some

sort.

This beliet in the innate superiority of German arms was

nrutaiiy reinforcea by the Nazi political system that taught that

,only unquestioning optimlsn, silent obedience and passive taitn

were consiaerea right."u The typical German soldier in

Aschaffenourq was fighting for self preservation temperea oy
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political inaoctrination in National Socialist ideology, enforcea

by a repressive, and all-pervasive, political system. This is

nardly a formula for the early end to any fight.

The foregoing attitude bred a certain contempt for the

American aaversary, not just a xenophobic view that foreigners were

not the equal to Germans. but a belief that the individual American

was tne antithesis of the "master race"." This attitude

undoubtedly was further reinforced by the preceding nine months of

comoat against the American Army that. in the minds of many

W ieaders, showed the GI to be inferior in the infantry

fighting tnat is the crux of ground combat. In the words of one

observer, "The American soldier, trained for battles of materiel,

appears to rely exclusively on his material superiority ana can

therefore easily oecome victim of a suprise move and the flexibie

fiqnting power of a bold adversary." This attitude. common among

the German Army leacership, was certainly communicated to the

troops ana helpea steel the will of the defenders of Aschatfenourg.

Tt must nave come as a suprise to the German aetencers when the

Americans tney discounted as unequal fought with a ferocity ano

SK11i to match their own.lu

in war. tne will to win, though vital, is often not enougn.

An important aeterminant of victory is proper leacersnip. As a

generai statement. tne leaoersnlp on both sides at Ascnaftenourg

was gooc. There is insufficient material available to the author

for in-aeptn biographical research of the opposing leaders. out
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some points can be mace. The tactical leaders (officer ana NCO) on

both siaes were not professional soldiers. On the German side.

because of six years of war a professional soldier (i.e. pre-1935

service) was nara to find at unit level. Those not killed or

aisaolea were promoted to higher levels. This was true in

Aschaffenourg. The American story was much the same. with few

leaders with more than four years service.-L However. lack of long

service did not mean a lack of tactical acumen or an inability to

conmnana soldiers. Within the units involved, certain Key leaders

had months of hard comoat experience that was apparent in tne

ferociousness of the close combat, especially the house-to-house

fighting in Schweinhein and the center of Aschaffenourg.

Leadership superiority can compensate for numerical inferiority.

out only up to a point. At Aschaffenburg though both sides

possessed effective leadersnlp, when the Americans gained nauineccai

superiority they also gained the upper hana.

For the Germans. tactical military leadersnip was affected

Dy the potiticai ieadershlp. The Nazi Party. from the top aown.

tOOK every opportunity to influence the course ot tne struggle.

Hitier's order directing Aschaffenourg to become a combat command

ana to fight to the last man set the tone for tactical operations

at the start. As the battle began the arrival of a Special

Commission from QLW, headed by an SS lieutenant colonel. reintorcea

the Party's abiiity to control events locally. Finally, the locai

Party apparatus contriouted to the ai'ution of army control when
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the Gauleiter in his role as Reigns Defense Commissioner took steps

to ensure politically correct tactical decisions. It is unclear

how mucn direct interference there was in the aaily tactical

conduct of the German aefense, but the Party, with its broaaer view

of the war. undoubtedly directed continued resistance long after it

mace military sense.

Napoleon is quoted above on the superiority of the moral

over tne material in war, referring to the will of the commanaer.

But the morale of the fighting force, its collective will. is also

important. In Aschaffenourg there was a difference between tne

oeiiigerents with regards to morale. The Americans came to the

city with nigh morale, sure In the knowledge that the war was

aimost over and that the Germans were beaten. The realization tnat

this view was not held by the Germans must have been a great

disappointment. It is this author's analysis that until that

overoptimism could be overcome by positive leaaership the attackers

aid not perform up to their potential. Conversely, on the German

sice there is ample evidence that the morale of the aefencers

remainea high throughout the battle. It was not until tne eigntn

aay thnat large groups of Germans surenderea witnout a fignt.

Sureiy tnis is testimony of the ability of the German leaaers to

sustain the will to fight under extremely difficult conadtions.

Whatever tne cause. unit cohesion, National Socialist

incoctrination, or because of a desire to fight for the nomeiana.

tne facts are not in dispute. The defenders of Aschatienourg neia
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out against the accumulated might of veteran American military

tormations for ten days in difficult urban combat. If war ever

comes again to Europe, the U.S. Army should hope to defend with the

same resolute courage of Combat Command Aschaffenburg. and attack

with the determined ferocity of the American troops at

AschatfenDurg. Any less will not bring victory.
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CHAPTER FIVE

Mary H. Williams, Chronologv 1941-1945, The United States
Army in World War 11: Special Studies. (Washington D.C.: Office of
the Chief of Military History, U.S. Army, 1960), 461. Population
comparisons are taken from The MacMillian World Gazetteer and
Geooraphical Dictionary (New York: MacMillian, 1955).

- It was a march of conquest. According to Harold Cohen. the
commanoer of the 10th Armored Infantry Battalion in the battle. a
phrase current at the time was "We came as conquerors, not
lioerators!"

SH.M. Cole. The Lorraine Campaign , The United States Army in
Woria War 1i, (Washington, D.C.: Office of the Chief of Miiitarv
iistory. U.S. Army, 1950), 604-5.

SDr. S.J. Lewis in his Forootten Leaions. German Army
infantry Policy 1918-1941 (New York: Praeger, 1985) relates now tne
aimost uncontrolled expansion of the German Armv from 1938 onwara
comoinea with tattle losses to make fightii c , -thanded a way of
iife. ana that leaders learned to cope.

SP.D. McLaurin, et. al. "Modern Experience in City Combat."
Tecnnicai Memorandum 5-87, Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD: U.S. Army
Human Engineering Laboratory, March 1987, 3. This study contains a
wealth of information about urban combat from World War II to tne
oresent. using 22 case studies to analyze the nature of military
operations in urbanized terrain.

* Ibio., 21-34.

Generaimajor Carl Wagener. "The Battle of Army Group B on
tne Rnein to its Dissolution (22 March - 17 April 1945)." USAREUOI
Historical Division, 1945. CARL. 64.

ý As the Germans were marched back to POW cages it must nave
ceen a snOCK to some to find that among the victors was a "coiored'
artitiery unit (the 999th FA Bn). The polyglot nature of America
was aiso reinforcea during the post-war occupation when, since the
segregatea American Army garrisoned German towns by race.
Baoennausen (fifteen kilometers away) was a "coloredo town. ana
that niack soiciers occasionally came to Aschaffenourg.

Wagener. "The Battle of Army Group B", 68.
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The ongoing debate on the superiority of the Wehrmacht is
beyond tne scope of this study. An interesting critique in
opposition to the proposition favoring the Germans Is "Colonel
Trevor N. Dupuy and the Mythos of Wehrmacht Superiority: A
Reconsideration" (Military Affairs, Vol I, June 1986, 16-20) by
historian John Sloan Brown. Colonel Dupuy's rebuttal and
Lieutenant Colonel Brown's counter-rebuttal follow in suosequent
issues.

" As an example on the German side, Major Lamberth, tne
Comnat Commanoer, altnough a WWI veteran was a reserve officer ana
a former scnool teacher. For the Americans to cite an extreme
example. LTC Cohen. the commander of the 4th Armored Division's
10th Armored Infantry Battalion, went from second lieutenant to
ileutenant colonel In two and a half years.
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APPENDIX I

GLOSSARY OF TERMS AND ACRONYMS

A

Aiarm KomDonien - ad noc formations under the supervision of the
Nazi Party that were raised as a last effort at defense at tne
end of the war.

ArtiilerLe Kaserne - Artillery Barracks located on Wurzourger
Strasse, constructed during 1937/38. Today called Reaay
Barracks.

B

Btitz.rieQ - a aescrlptive term meaning llgntning war; comoinea
arms suprise attack against an enemy weak point. It was never
formally used in German doctrinal literature.

Bois-Brule Kaserne - kaserne located on Wurzourger 'trasse.
constructed during 1936/37. Today called Graves BarracKs.

E

Ersatz - replacement, reserve: the Erst was the replacement
anr training arm of the Wehrmacht.

F

Feianeec - tne t iela army that conducted active military operations
outsiae ot Germany.

Festuna - tortress. fortification.

iestuna Europa - Fortress of Europe, a propaganda concept.

iront - offices of the NSDAP, i.e., Arbeitsfront (labor ottice).

Fuenrer - leader. usea in SS ranks. i.e. Sturmnanatuenrer (assault
group leader); used primarily to refer to Hitler. one or wnose
otficial titles was Fuehrer unc Rlechskanzler (Leader ana
Riecns Chancellor).
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G

Gastaroeiter - foreign worker: term used for the foreigners working
in Germany. either voluntarily or by force: they later were
cailed slave laborers Oy the Allies.

- one of 43 regional divisions of the NSDAP, 42 were in Germany
and the conquered territories, and one existed for ethnic
Germans living overseas.

Gauleiter - regional leader: Party appointed post responsioie for
government of one of the 43 Party Regions. with tneoretical
direct access to Hitler.

Geciet - district.

Geheimstaatsoolizei - State Secret Police, the GESTAPO.

Generalmajo= - "one-star' general, US equivalent is Origadier
general.

Generai der Infantrie (Artillerie. etc.) - "two-star" generai. US
equivaient is major general.

H

hitler Juqend - NSDAP youth organization composea of severai
aivisions: ditlerjugana for noys 14-16 years old. Deutscnes
Junovolk tor ooys 10-14 years old. Buna Deutscner Maeaei tor
girls 14-18 years old and the Bung der Jungmaeaei for girls
iO-14 years old. Memnership was compulsory.

I

- tne "Eins A" or first general staff officer. a memoer of tne
German General Staff Corps who was chief of staff/operations
officer of military formations of division level ana nigher.

J

Jaeqer Kaserne - oiaest kaserne in Aschaffenburg. ouiit for tne
Bavarian Army in 1894-96.
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K

e - military barracks.

- KampfKommanao Aschaffenbura, Combat Command Aschaffennurg. A
formal military-political designation announced by Hitler
requiring a fight to the "last cartridge."

KrieQeinsatz - war utilization, used to describe the use of
hitler.jugend and others in Work directly reiatea to the wac
effort.

Kceisieiter - county leader,. a Party appointed post reporting to
the Gauieiter.

Lagarae Kaserne - kaserne on Wurzburger Strasse, built during
1936/37. Tocay called Smith Barracks.

Lanaser - infantry man, equivalent to "GI."

Lazarette - military hospital, ýeveral of which were locatea in
Aschaffenourq and surrounding communities witn over 1800 totai
beds.

Luftwaffe - the air arm of the German Armed Forces. In addition to
those functions normally performed by an air force. the
Luftwaffe also hdd aiti-aircraft troops. paratroopers anc
infantry.

N

S- Nationaisoziaiistiscne Deutscne Aroeitspartie. Nacionai
Sociaiist Germe.n WorKers Party, the Nazi Party: controiiea ait
aspects of German life.

- Nationaisozialistiscner Fuehrungsoffizier, political
commissar assignea to military units

w - muiti-Darrellea grenade launcher.

0

Onerourqermeister - the Lord Mayor, or senior political otticiai

under the traditional German municipal government system.

- GoerKommanco des Heer, Army High Corruiana.
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- OberKommanao aer Wehrmacnt, Armed Forces High Commana

staroeiter - workers imported into the Reich from Eastern Europe
ana the Balkans for the German war industry, often termed
slave iaoorers.

P

Panzer - tank, or armored formation.

r - shoulder fired antitank weapon with a shape charge
warneaa.

Pionier - combat engineer, adbreviated Ej.

Pionier Kaserne - Engineer Kaserne located on Schweinheimer
Strasse, built in 1936. Largest kaserne in Ascnaffenourg.
Toaay called Fiori Barracks.

R

i - Nazi Germany and all Incorporated territories.

Reserve Offizier Beweroer (ROB) - Officer candidates undergoing an
infantry training course p:ior to commissioning as reserve
officers in the Wflma&b.

S

Scnutzstatfei - the SS: composed of the Allgemeine SS or Generai
SS. Party menoers available to be the muscie ot the Party. ano
tne Warfen-SS. a tuil-fleagea army with recruitment, commana
ana tr•ining separate from the Wehrmacnt.

6cnwerPunKI - concentration or thrust point of an attack; the main
effort. Used more often in a strategic or operational sense
tnan tactically.

SeiatrLed Linie - Seigfried Line. line of fortification vetween tne
Rhine River and the western border of Germany; caiiea thne
Westwail.

T

TotaienKrieg - total mobilization of the German nat on for war
after tne aeteat at Stallngraa (February 1943).
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V

Versorgunas Depot - the food supply warehouse complex on Goldbacner
Strasse, constructed from 1936/43. Today called Taylor
Barracks or the Recreation Services Depot.

Volkssturm - home guard, raised from old men, men unfit for
military service and boys too young for the army late in the
war and trained by the Nazi Party; poorly armed, trained and
lea.

W

datfen-SS - elite military formations of the SS. or Party military
arm.

WehrKreis - Corps Area or Military District. One of nineteen
military divisions of the German Reich on which the W
was based. Commanded by a deputy corps commander.
Ascnaffenourg was in Wehrkreis IX with headquarters in Kassei.

Wh c - German Armed Forces. all military, naval Znd air forces
except those belonging to the Party.

w - the Siegfried Line. the line of military fortifications
running along the western border of the Rechn on the west banK
of the Rhine.

Wetterau-Main-Tauber Linie - the line of military fortifications
running for 120km along the Wetter, Main ana Tauoer river
valleys.
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APPENDIX 2

BATTLE OF ASCHAFFENBURG - CHRONOLOGY

PRE-193

Dr. Otto heilmuth appolntea Gauleiter (regional leaaer) of
Main-Franken Party Region.

i92~

Wilhelm Wohigemutn appointed Kreisleier (county leader) of
Ascnafrenourg.

12=2

Wilhelm Wonlgemuth becomes Oberburaermeister (lord mayor) upon Nazi
rise to power.

Aschaffenourg designated a "garrison city", a "Festungspaugruppe"
(Fortress Building Group) established.

Construction starts on the bunkers of the Wetterau-Main-
Tauper Line.

Estaolisnment of FestunQsinsoektion VI Aschaftennura (Fortress
inspection Section VI).

L126

Conversion of Festungspaugruppe Aschaffenburg to Festungs-
Pioniter-Stan 14 (Fortress Engineering Staff 14).

Pionier Kaserne constructed, Pionierbataillon 15 (Engineer
Battalion 15) moves in.
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infanterieregiments 88 (Infantry Regiment 88, later 1061R)
estaolished.

Versoraunas Depot (Food Supply Depot) construction started
(comnpieted in 1943).

Lagarae ana Bois-Brule Kasernes constructed.

Construction of Artillerie Kaserne, Artilleriereaiments 15/i1 (st
Bn, Artillery Regiment 15) moves into the kaserne.

Festungs-Pionier-Stan 14 takes over the work of Festungsinspekti~r
VI Ascnaffenoura.

Reicnskristalnacht activities on 9-10 Novemoer lead to the burning
of tne Jewish synagogue and destruction to Jewish property.

IM92

Establishment of Reservelazeretts Aschaffenourc (Reserve Mititary
hospitai Complex Ascnaffenourg).

Estaniisnment of Replacement Army organizations in Ascnaftenourg.

Departure of tne 106th Infantry Regiment, 15th ana 9tn Engineer
battaiions ana tne ist Battalion, 15th Artillery Regiment tor
combat in France, Russia and Holland (through 1944).

iý40-44

1940

First air raid warning (June) and first air raid on tne city
(Septemoer).

1943

Germany moves trom the strategic offensive to the strategic
defensive, the beginning of Ototal mobilization."
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1944

Allied Combined Chiefs of Staff issue directive to aim for heart of
Germany and aestroy all German armed forces (14 Feb).

Attempt on Hitler's life (20 Jul), Hinmler takes command of
Replacement Army.

Major Emil Lamnert assumes command of 9th Engineer Replacement
Battalion (26 Jul).

Elgnt air attacks on the city (Sep-Nov).

Ascnaitenourg attacKed by 274 British bombers in largest raid of
war (21 Nov).

City upgraaea to a "fortress city' (Nov).

Ascnaffenourger VoiKsstrum mustered to the colors
(Dec)).

January - March 1945

0KW (Armed Forces High Command) issues regulation impiementing
Fuenrer Decree of 10 Dec 44 providing all available men for comoat
duty.

Major Lamnert assigned as the Military District Commander (30 Jan).

Aschaffenourg VolKsstrum organized as Volksstrum Battalion 15/I
with seven companies (Feo).

Major Lamnoert sworn in as the Aschaffenourg Combat Commancer (5
Mar.).

3S commission inspects city defenses; they pass (11 Mar).

Coae Wora "Gniea" received from WehrKreis (Corps Area.) i, cicy
to go on alert (20-21 Mar), occupation completed by 23 Marcn.

Set up ana occupation of outlying defenses in Schoenousch ParK.

Mamnascnaft ana on tne Kapellenberg (20-25 Mar).

Pian for aestruction of the city Main bridges receivea from
W4erKreis 12, Major Lamnbert goes to Seventh Army HO to give a
personal report on defensive preparations.

kamptKommanao Ascnaffenbura (KKA) (Combat Command Ascnattenourg) on
fuii alert (24 Mar).
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25 March - 3 April 1945

Staft of 413th Reolacement Division is ordered to controi German
forces on the Main River around Aschaffenburg.

256th VolKsgrenadier Division given mission to defend Main from
danau to Ascnaffenourg.

Froces of CCB 4th (US) Armored Division reach city and capture
railroad bridge at Nilkheim; establish small bridgehead c1230nrs).
taKe nigh ground overlooking bridge.

Defenaers blow up Mainbrucke road bridge (1326hrs). Grouna
assault on raliroaa bridge by 9/2 Pioneer Battalion fails. Fifteen
ME 109 sorties attack bridge with little result.

Comnmander of Seventh (GE) Army visits city to inspect.

Americans report armed civilian resistance.

US 0oundry change effective, 0001hrs, moves Aschaffenburg from

Third (US) Army to Seventh (US) Army zone, XV Corps responsibility.

Darmstadt capitulates.

Q" oraers 41Jth Replacement Division Staff sunorainated to a=
Group G witn mission to secure Main front. 36th VGD and 416cn
infantry Division ordered from Michelstadt and Miltenoerg area
nortn to Aschaffenburg area.

"a senas J6 1R troops to Haibach to link up with 36 VGD.

CCB 4tn AD fights to enlarge briagehead against strong opposicion.
iauncnes Task force Baum (2030hrs).

AttacKs Oy etements of CCB on the Obernauer Kolonie.

German 416ID takes over command of the defense of the Main.
Remnants of XIII SS Corns reinfcrce UA.

1/104th Inf (26th ID. attached to 4th AD) relieves CCB 4AD near
Schweinheim.
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American torces repulse two German counterattacks on bridgehead at
1400 ana 1600hrs.

3/157th Inf (45th ID) links up with elements of 4th AD (recon troop
from 1/104 Inf) at Main.

416 ID sudordinated to •L= .o .

Effective 1200hrs LXXICrps takes over Main front from Hanau to
Miltenberg, has positive control of 36 VGD, 256 VGD and 416 ID ano
MKA in sector.

36 VGD in place to south of city with two infantry regiments. two
lignt artlilery and one heavy artillery Dattallons.

1/104 Inf reilevea by 157th Infantry Regiment. 2/157 IR ana 3/157
IR cross RR bridge and move on town.

157tn IR consolidates on high ground south of town, 3/157 IR moves
on Schweinheim at 1900 hrs.

UA seals off town. 36 VGD seals off southern egress out of
oriagenead.

L/3/157 IR attacks Schweinheim and gains a small foothold after
sustaining heavy casualties in fight with KKA elements.

By 1530hrs 1/157 IR crosses bridge: all 157 iR elements are on tne
east bank of the Main.

Kreisieiter Wonlgemuth publishes a proclamation airecting women.
cnhidren. the sick and the elderly to leave on the 28tn ano 29tn or
iMarcc.

Teletype arrives from 0KW ordering KKA to "fignt to the last
cartriage."

36 VGD conducts reconnaissance and prepares to assault oriageheac.

US 179tn IR captures Obernberg and Sulzbach.

416 iL"s southern flank is threatened by US assault crossings of
tne Main at Odernoerg and Klingenoerg by 3rd ID.

ianau fails to Americans jepordizing KKA right flank.

The iast German resistance on west bank of Main in Aschaftenourg
area. at Leiaer, cleared by 157 IR.
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179th 1R crosses RR bridge and moves into line to south of 157 IR.

At 1030hrs C/1/157 IR and I and L/3/157 IR attack Schweinheim with
support of A'191 Tank Battalion and 2/B/645 TD Bn. Limited success
as far as Catholic church.

OK again transmits teletype order for KKA to fight "to the last
cartriage."

LXI oqp ordered to maintain radio liaison with UA in the

event of a puil back.

A number of L infantry join 256 VQD in Mainascnaff sector.

Stars & Stripes newspaper reports that Patton's Third Army has
cleared the Main River cities of Frankfurt, Hanau and
Ascnaffenburg.

Ua defenders from i06 IR and 9 Pionier Battalion training units
occupy main defensive line from river east to Schweinheim. Caaets
from local Reserve Officer Candidate School reinforce in
Schweinheim.

Lieutenant Heymann hung for "fahnenflucht", "fleeing the flag",
desertion.

German navy frogman team makes an attempt to blow center support ot
RR bridge with an aluminum torpedo; they fail.

30 March 1945

Iwo regiments of the 36 VGD attack Amecican bridgehead at OUOnrs.
overrun K/,3/157 IR, by 0400 hrs reach to within one kiiometer of
oridge oefire being driven back. Back at start points by 08UUncs.

U6 eiements counterattack in Schweinheim at O320hrs.

3/157 IR attacks on right (south) in Schweinheim. 2/157 IR attacKs
tnrougn Ocernauer Kolonie north along river. Both met with neavy
resistance. L..3/157 IR loses 100 men in five minutes auring
assault.

44th ID Divarty attached to 45th ID Divarty. A total of 13
battaiions. 90 tubes of artillery available to 157th Infantry
Regiment. C/2 Chemical Mortar Bn DS to 157 IR.
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i/ ana 3/157 IR in house-to-house fighting in Schweinheim oy
miaaay.

Main River front flanked on north at Hanau and south at
Kiingenoerg. LXXLIr..p_ begins withdrawl from river.
36 VGD withdraws under fire from south of Schweinheim. KKA sends
9/J Pi Bn to occupy positions vacated by 36 VGD on south of
Schweinheim.

Navy trognen final attempt to blow bridge falls when US mortar
round detonates torpedo.

2/157 IR attack at 1730 hrs into southern part of Aschaffenourg is
called off at 1900 hrs after heavy losses.

Skies clear at 1800hrs and eight fighterbomber sorties flow against
city.

Recon troop from US 106 Cav Group clears railroad bridge at
Mainascnaff. KKA now has direct pressure on south and nortn.

2/157 IR bogged down in attack on northwest of battle lines.

3/157 1R makes good progress in Schweinheim. Co. K attacks ana
occupies part of Artillerie Kaserne.

1/157 IR jumps off in an attack on Haibach at 0630hrs.

3/179 iR attacks ana captures Gailbach and Stengert nili.

Fifteen fignteroomoer missions are flown in support ot 157 IR
cropping IU0,OOOlos of aerial bombs. A/ and D/191 TK BN support
"057 iR.

Regimentai Acjutant of 157 IR. in an artillery spotter plane. crops
an ultimatum calling for surrenaer on German Headquarters. No
response.

German-operated US Sherman tank takes advancing Americans uncer
fire from Scnweinheim Hill: destroyed by 2/B/645th TD Bn. Over
1000 mortar rounds are fired at the Americans in Schweinneim.

Four ME-262 German jet fighterbombers appear over the oattetlieia.

iJ Ctp_ orders the 36 VGD to withdraw to the vicinity ot Lohr.
256 VGD previously withdrawn. U isolated.
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QK publisnes a report stating that Aschaffenourg Is surrounded ana
the situation is hopeless.

1 April 1945

179 IR attacks through local training area to clear German
artillery from nigh ground overlooking city on southeast.

1/157 IR attacks to clear Gailbach and Haibach. City is now
flanked on southeast.

2/157 IR attacks down river (north), by 1500hrs resistance along
river is oroken.

3/157 IR. with F/2/157 IR attached, clears Schweinheim. K/3/157 IR
clears Artiilerie Kaserne, and attacks Bols-Brule Kaserne, by
15O0hrs the kaser.e falls after room-to-room fighting with heavy
casualties on both sides. Parts of Pionier Kasecne occupied cy
Americans in the evening.

Loss of two southeastern kasernes and Haibach open route to
encircle the city from the east.

Ten American fighterbomber missions (82 sorties) drop over
90.O00los of bombs on battle area.

157 IR takes 1000 prisoners during day.

Ziements of 324th Infantry Regiment cross Main and occupy blocking
positions on nortnwest of Aschaffenburg. 1/324 IR screens whiie
2,324 iR attacks towards Mainaschaff.

2 April 1945

CG. 45th ID directs 157 IR to reduce city, while 179th and 180tn
IRs bypass and press to the east.

A/120 Engineer Combat Battalion c-....ructs a Class 30 Spanner
B, age one Kilometer downriver from the RR bridge.

Americans attacn a platoon of M36 tank destroyers (90nm gun) to
eacn Dattaiion.

1/157 iR cuts road to east (Route 26) from city, takes Hoesoacn and
Goiabacn. and swings to west toward Mainaschaff. By 1700 hrs tne
city is physically surrounded when A/i/324 IR links up with 1/157
1R.
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Lagarae ana Jaeger Kasernes fall to 2/157 IR ana 3/157 IR
respectively.

2/157 IR with Cos. I and L from 3/157 IR attack the center of the
city near the City Hospital. Plonier Kaserne strongpolnts are
reduced with direct fire 155mm artillery and heavy ground assaults.
It tails at 1530 hrs.

3/157 IR (-) clears the northeast residential part of the city and
occupies part of Fasantarie Park.

At 1850 hours 2/324 IR captures Mainaschaff, secures Kappellenoerg
at 1900 hours.

German aefenses now uncoordinated and isolated, being aefeatea in
aetaili.

German aefenses now consist of only the center of the city arouna
tne castle ana north of the rail line from the Sua~ahnnof.

3 Aprl1 1945

Germans request surrender terms from Americans. Response is
unconcitional surrender, Germans comply.

City -:.renaers at 0900 hours. Two US liaison officers accompany
Major Lamoert as ne personally directs the surrenaer of isolatea
outposts. Four hundrea prisoners collected.

SmoKe is3 rising 1000 ft into the air from the aestruction cause oy
tne tignterComners and artillery.

HO & Serv/120 Eng CBT BN has fire fight with extiltrating K
soiaiers.

by 184u nours the 157 1R is assemaled near Hoesozcn awaiting
orcers.

US miiitary government detachment HIA3 arrives to take over city
aam•instration. The oattle of Aschaffenturg is over.
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APPENDIX 3

ORDER OF BATTLE

American Forces:

1. Order of Battle. 25 March - 3 April 1945

2. Armored Division

3. Infantry Division

German Forces:

1. Order of Battle. 25 March - 3 April 1945

2. Infantry Division

3. Volksgrenadier Division
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U.S. ARMORED DIVISION WITH ATTACHMENTS
1945
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Source: Dr. Christopher R. Gabel, The Lorraine Cazwaign: An

Overview. September-December 1944, (Fort Leavenworth, KS: Combat

Studies Institute, U.S. Army Command and General Staff College,

February 1985), 13.
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U.S. INFANTRY DIVISION WITH ATTACHMENTS
1945
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GERMAN VOLKSGRENADIER DIVISION, 1944
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